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Unit 1
Blood Is Thicker Than Water

page 5

1  1.  Family ties are stronger than any other relationships and so 
blood relatives will always remain loyal. In Spanish we 
often say La sangre tira, which has a similar meaning.

 2.  Possible Answers
   Yes, I think this saying is true. Your family is blood and 

family will always be there for you through hard times.  
I don’t know what I would do without my family. 

   No, I don’t think this saying is true. Some of my relatives 
are unimportant to me. My friends are actually more like 
my family. They are the most important people in my life.

2  a.  If a quality or ability runs in the family, many members of 
the family have it.

 b.  The black sheep is a person who has done something 
that brings embarrassment or shame to their family.

3 a.  mother c.  daughter  e.  mother
 b.  daughter d.  mother

4 1.  response b 3.  response a  5.  response c 
 2.  response d 4.  response e

HAVE YOUR SAY 

 Possible Answers
 I would like to have a small family because it is easier to take a 
small family of one or two children to shops or a restaurant or 
even on holidays. Plus, small families are quieter and I hate noise.
 I’d like to have a large family because a large family is fun and 
children learn to share and make friends easily. Children in large 
families grow to be more mature more quickly, whereas children 
in small families are often spoilt.

page 6

READING

3  a

4  1.  False  3.  True  5.  True
 2.  False 4.  False

02
1

03
1

5 1.  She wanted her friends to call her “K” because she was 
ashamed of her real name and had never told it to her 
friends.

 2.  Some parents name their children Arsenal because they 
love sport and want their children to have a name that 
really means something important to them.

 3.  Armani is chosen by more materialistic parents whereas 
Serenity is chosen by more spiritual mums and dads.

 4.  Parents in these countries often choose unusual names for 
their children because they want them to be really special 
and stand out from the rest.

 5.  Swedish naming laws are much more restrictive and force 
parents to choose a name for their children from an official 
list.

 6.  Dr Hartstein would recommend a traditional name because 
most children don’t really want to be different. They 
actually prefer to fit in with their friends. Plus, children with 
unusual names are often teased and bullied.

page 7

6 1.  c      2.   a      3.   b

7   1.  alike (line 29) 4.  side with (line 52) 
 2.  provided (line 36) 5.   stand out (line 58)
 3.  rejected (line 42)   

HAVE YOUR SAY

 Possible Answers
 I’d rather have a traditional name than a weird name like Cricket 
or North. One day, those kids will probably change their names.  
I wouldn’t change the name my parents gave me.  
 I’m unhappy with my name – I was named after my grandmother, 
so it’s old-fashioned! I’d rather have an unusual name. If I could 
change my name, I would choose Luna or Gala.

page 8

VOCABULARY
1 WORDS FROM THE TEXT

 Being together: fit in, side with
 Being separate or alone: stay away, reject, stand out
 1.  side with 4.  stand out
 2.  fit in 5.  stay away
 3.  reject
2    Possible Answers
 1.  True
 2.  False. Parents are often not aware of their teenagers’ 

problems.
 3.  False. Classmates are your peers.
 4.  True
 5.  False. Nobody enjoys being teased.
 6.  True
 7.  False. Students who study are likely to pass their exams.
 8.  False. Academic schools provide courses in chemistry, 

biology, physics or algebra.
 9.  False. Lions and elephants aren’t alike in size. / Lions and 

tigers are alike in size.

student'S book
      answer key
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Adjective Suffixes
  Possible Answers
 -al: national, personal, universal, accidental
 -able: reasonable, comfortable, remarkable, passable
 -ous: famous, dangerous, poisonous, mysterious
 -ful: careful, beautiful, powerful, wonderful
 -less: careless, powerless, homeless, penniless
 -ic: classic, electric, historic, comic
 -ive: attractive, destructive, preventive, effective
 -ed: excited, relaxed, exhausted, confused
 -ing: exciting, relaxing, exhausting, confusing

3 1. thrilled 4.  embarrassing
 2.  surprised 5. irritated
 3.  amusing

4  1.  useless 4.  painless
 2.  colourful 5. thoughtful
 3. powerful 6. hopeless

5   materialistic, dependable, nervous, creative, personal,  
adventurous, optimistic, natural

6  1.  nervous 5.  natural
 2.  personal 6.  adventurous
 3.  materialistic 7.  optimistic
 4.  creative 8.  dependable

7 WORDS IN USE

 1.  alike  5.  involved
 2.  surprised 6.  tease
 3.  stood out 7.  embarrassed
 4.  peers 8.  embarrassing

page 9

LISTENING

1  Girls’ names: Katie, Emily Boys’ names: Paul, James
 Names for both boys and girls: Alex, Leslie, Cameron

2 1. c     2.  b     3.  b     4.  a     5.  b

LISTEN CLOSELY

 Sentence 1: a Sentence 3: b
 Sentence 2: d Sentence 4: c

page 10

GRAMMAR

REVIEW OF TENSES

A  1.  Present Simple 5.  Future Simple
 2.  Present Continuous 6.  be going to
 3.  Past Simple 7.  Present Perfect Simple
 4.  Past Continuous 8.  Past Perfect Simple,  

Past Simple
 Sentences 2, 5 and 6 have a future meaning.

04
1

05
1

06
1

B  1.  always, on Sunday nights, never
 2.  this afternoon, this morning, next week, at 10 o ćlock
 3. this afternoon, last night, this morning, at 10 o ćlock
 4.  this afternoon, last night, this morning, at 10 o ćlock 
 5. this afternoon, this morning, next week, at 10 o ćlock
 6.  this afternoon, this morning, next week, at 10 o ćlock
 7.  yet, never
 8. this afternoon, last night, this morning

1  1.  was reading 6.  put
 2.  complained 7.  didn’t feel
 3.  decided 8.  needs
 4.  shot 9.  are becoming
 5.  was doing 10.  think

2  Possible Answers
  Firing bullets into your daughter’s laptop because she insulted you 

on Facebook? It sounds crazy, but I like this method. Anyway, the 
big question is “Do the people in this family listen to each other?”

3  Possible Answers
 1.  Yesterday, our teacher shouted at us for not doing our 

homework.
 2.  Dave’s father hurt his back while he was moving a heavy table.
 3.  Every year, my family goes to a house at the beach.
 4.  Next weekend, Emma’s grandparents are visiting her in Boston.
 5.  Teenagers don’t usually have their own cars.
 6.  My sister didn’t hear her phone ring because she was dancing 

with some friends at a party.
 7.  Fifty years ago, most children ate home-cooked dinners each 

night with their families.
 8.  Please listen to me! I am telling you the truth.

4  Possible Answers
 1.  Do you want my old phone? I’m going to buy a new one.
 2.  My sister has a boyfriend. They are / She’s going to get 

married in six months.
 3.  Debbie is studying engineering. She’ll have a good job one day.
 4.  My cousins are coming to visit. We’re / I’m going to meet 

them at 6 o ́  clock.
 5.  I need to improve my English. I’m going to study really hard 

this year.
 6.  Is that heavy? I’ll carry it for you.
 7.  Don’t drive so fast. You’re going to have an accident!
 8.  Matthew doesn’t like jazz. He probably won’t enjoy the concert.

page 11

5  1.  has helped 4.  have … met
 2.  began 5.  had found
 3.  lost 6.  had been

6  1.  has ever been  5.  contacted
 2.  hadn’t seen 6.  found
 3.  had disappeared 7.  had spent
 4.  didn’t know 8.  haven’t stopped

7  1.  The baby began to cry while we were eating dinner.
 2.  Where did your parents meet?
 3.  Thanks for explaining. Now I understand.
 4.  By the time we got home, my father had already left.
 5.  Where are we going to meet for coffee tomorrow?
 6.  I have gone to this school for ten years.
 7.  Has Mum done the shopping yet?
 8.  Your phone is ringing. I’ll answer it.

07
1
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8  1.  My father has known my mother for 20 years.
 2.  Nancy didn’t forget her father’s birthday.
 3.  When are they going to get married?
 4.  Marie interrupted us while we were talking.
 5.  I didn’t want to leave before I had spoken to my grandfather.
 6.  The house seemed empty after my big brother had moved out. / 

After my big brother had moved out, the house seemed empty.
 7.  The baby isn’t sleeping at the moment.
 8.  How much does that Mother’s Day card cost?

L iv ing            English

 1.  It took me ages 4.  What gets me is
 2.  I’ve had it 5.  Only time will tell
 3.  I wasn’t thinking

page 12

VOCABULARY  Families

1 1.  Spoilt children get whatever they want.
 2.  People who get engaged plan to marry each other.
 3.  Your nephew is your brother’s son.
 4.  Chores are jobs you do around the house.
 5.  I heard that Janet’s parents are going to get divorced.
 6.  Easy-going parents don’t have a lot of rules.
 7.  Your fiancé is the man you are going to marry.
 8.  Strict parents believe in discipline.
 9.  Your niece is your brother’s or sister’s daughter.
 10.  Your siblings are your brothers and sisters.

Collocations with get
 1.  got a job (to receive or obtain)
 2.  is getting old (to become)
 3.  gets dark (to become)
 4.  did … get back (to arrive)
 5.  get permission (to receive or obtain)

LISTENING 

3  Possible Answers
  An only child is a child who has no sisters or brothers.
  Advantages: You get all your parents’ love and attention and they 

can provide you with more – in terms of getting you stuff, giving 
you a better education, etc. Also, as an only child, you may grow 
up to be more independent if your parents haven’t spoilt you.

  Disadvantages: If there is excessive attention, the only child gets 
used to having everything done for them and they face problems 
when they have to live in the real world. Perhaps the biggest 
disadvantage of being an only child is the feeling of loneliness – 
not having a sibling to play with.

4  Speaker 1. c Speaker 2. b  Speaker 3. a

5   1.  Millie 3.  Millie  5. Mike
 2. Mike 4. Gary 6. Gary

HAVE YOUR SAY

  Possible Answers
 I don’t really fight with my siblings – we get along pretty well, 
actually. I feel most siblings fight because of jealousy or 
competition.
 When siblings fight, I don’t think parents should get involved. 
Instead, parents should encourage siblings to resolve problems 
themselves. Parents shouldn’t waste time trying to work out 
which child is to blame.

08
1

09
1
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SPEAKING TASK  A Personal Interview

1   a.  I suppose I get along pretty well with my brother. 
Unfortunately, my sister and I argue a lot.

 b.  I’ve got two older brothers. I’m the youngest in the family, 
and quite spoilt!

 c.  I’d say that they’re quite easy-going. We haven’t got a lot 
of rules in our house.

 d.  Well, first of all, there’s my cousin Julia. We used to play 
together a lot when we were kids.

 e.  I definitely take after my mother. We both have trouble 
making decisions.

 f.  We usually go on holiday together in the summer. I’m a bit 
old for that, but I still go along.

 g.  I quite admire my sister Cecile. She’s really cool.
 h.  My parents make me share the washing up with my 

brother. I hate it!
 1. e     2.  b     3.  g     4.  c     5.  a     6.  d     7.  h     8.  f

2 Possible Answers
  Have you grown apart from your siblings? Why or why not?
  Are your grandparents still alive? If yes, are you close to them?
 Do you consider yourself a spoilt teenager? Why?
  Do you have to live up to your parents’ expectations?  

What expectations do they have of you?
 Where would you like to bring up your children?

LIVING CULTURE

 1.  c*      2.  e      3.  b      4.  a      5.  d      6.  f
 * Note: In the past, the English only kissed close friends and 

family in greeting. However, these days it’s becoming 
acceptable to kiss someone on the cheek when meeting 
them for the first time.

page 14

WRITING  A NARRATIVE

1 She was really happy to be home and to see her parents.

2 1.  Kate Baker, Tricia, dad, mum, travel agent (body)
 2.  To the Far East. (opening)
 3.  Tricia went home and Kate began to feel homesick. She 

decided to surprise her family and come home early. (body) 
 4.  She decided to come home without telling her parents. 

(body)
 5.  Kate thought it was a great idea. (body)
 6.  Kate was surprised in the end because her parents were 

waiting for her at the airport. (closing) 

Tip  
  Past Simple: started, were, ordered, packed, flew, got along, 

went, stayed on, started, decided, walked into, arrived, didn’t 
seem, saw, turned out, was, felt

 Past Continuous: were hugging and greeting
  Past Perfect: had finished, had been, had booked, had called

page 15

TIME EXPRESSIONS AND CONNECTORS  
OF SEQUENCE

3   Time Expressions: as soon as (paragraph 1), when 
(paragraphs 1 and 2), after, when (paragraph 2) 

  Connectors of sequence: then (paragraph 1), later  
(paragraph 2), then (paragraph 3), finally (paragraph 4)
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4  1. b.  Maya and Jeff first met when they were at primary 
school.

 2. g.  While they were growing up, they were never more  
than friends.

 3. f.  As soon as they had finished school, Maya went to 
university in another town.

 4. e.  When she came back three years later, Jeff felt 
differently about her.

 5. a.  He then realised that he was in love with her.
 6. i.  At first, she didn’t understand why he was acting so 

strangely.
 7. d.  Eventually, she fell in love with him as well.
 8. c.  Maya and Jeff got married in the end.
 9. h.  After 20 years of being “just friends”, they were now 

husband and wife!

5 Possible Answers
 1.  When he was young he hated his name, but eventually  

he realised that his name was special to his parents.
 2.  Jan had always wanted to see China and, at last, she 

managed to save enough money for the trip.
 3.  I first met my girlfriend during my holiday in Burgas in 

2013.
 4.  Her parents were very happy when she told them she had 

received a letter of acceptance to the University of Maine.
 5.  My siblings and I grew apart after getting married.
 6.  We planned our family holiday in detail. Then, we booked  

the flights and the hotel.
 7.  I started a new school last year. At first, I was worried that  

I wouldn’t make any friends.
 8.  After ten years of living in the city, I finally decided to move 

to the country.

page 16

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1 1. B     2.  A     3.  C     4.  D     5.  C     6.  B     7.  A     8.  D

2 1.  I don’t take after my mother at all.
 2.  My sister and I have grown apart since she moved out 

last year.
 3.  They got engaged after going out for a year.
 4.  Charlie wanted to fit in with the other children.
 5.  I am going to stay away from big cities on this trip.
 6.  That child is likely to become quite spoilt.
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Unit 2
It’s Raining Cats and Dogs

page 17

1 1.  This expression refers to when it is raining heavily.
 2.  In Spanish we say Está lloviendo a cántaros, Está lloviendo 

a mares or Está diluviando.
   There are other expressions about weather such as:  

Caer chuzos de punta, Hacer un sol de justicia or Hacer un 
frío que pela.

2 a.  Be or feel ill.
 b.  Unnecessary worry about a matter that is not important.
 c.  No matter what the weather or the situation will be.

3  1.  C      2.  A      3.  B      4.  D

4 Report a – headline 2 Report c – headline 4
 Report b – headline 1 Report d – headline 3

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 Where I live it is often cloudy, so I prefer sunny weather.  
The summer is a fantastic time to get outside and enjoy  
the outdoors.
 I enjoy the cold weather. I live near the mountains and in 
winter it’s freezing – I love it!

page 18

READING

1   It refers to nature, especially when considered as a force that 
controls the weather and creates living things.

2  a.  Paragraph 5 d.  Paragraph 4
 b.  Paragraph 1 e.  Paragraph 3
 c.  Paragraph 2 f. Paragraph 6

3 1.  d      2.  b      3.  c

4 1.  People want sunshine on these holidays because they are 
the holidays when residents look forward to celebrating on 
the streets.

 2.  Cloud seeding is used to create rain when an area has been 
suffering from drought.

 3.  Chemicals are shot into clouds so as to turn hailstones into 
rain which won’t damage any crops.

 4.  Human health could be affected because chemicals might 
spread into the soil and water and eventually enter the  
food chain.

5  Possible Answers
  1.  During cloud seeding, chemicals are sprayed into the 

clouds to force the clouds to produce rain or disappear.  
(lines 14-18)

 2.  Fog is cleared near airports to allow planes to land safely. 
(lines 28-29)

 3.  If a hurricane is diverted, it may hit somewhere else and 
cause damage there. (lines 39-40)

 4.  In Vietnam, the United States used weather warfare to 
flood enemy lines. (lines 42-44)

 5.  The major powers are trying to develop weather warfare 
systems. (lines 46-48)

11
1

12
1

6 1.  prevents (line 9) 4.  damage (line 26)
 2. disappear (line 18) 5.  turn into (lines 26-27)
 3.  remains (line 19) 6.  major (line 47)

page 19

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 Controlling the weather is a good idea because it can be useful 
to humans, for example, to improve the living conditions of the 
population in a particular region.
I don’t think weather modification is a good idea. Authorities 
want to play God, but messing around with the environment can 
have serious consequences.

page 20

VOCABULARY
1 WORDS FROM THE TEXT 

 1.  arguments, disagreement 4.  roof, field
 2.  idea, product 5.  party, football match
 3.  destination, high shelf 6.  a rumour, germs

2  1.  can’t 4.  can’t
 2.  can 5.  can
 3.  can’t

Compound Nouns

4  rainstorm, raindrop, rainfall, hailstones, hailstorm, snowstorm, 
snowflake, snowfall, sunshine, sunstroke, frostbite, sandstorm

5  1.  hailstones 4.  sunstroke
 2.  frostbite 5.  sunshine
 3.  snowflake 6.  rainfall

6 WORDS IN USE

 1.  sunshine 6.  developing 
 2.  turned into  7.  remain
 3.  increased 8.  forecast 
 4.  damage 9.  prevented
 5.  major

page 21

LISTENING

1 Possible Answers
  meteorologist, weather reporter, weather forecaster,  

weather researcher, snowmaker, cloud seeder, astrophysicist

2 Speaker 1: c Speaker 4: g 
 Speaker 2: a Speaker 5: b 
 Speaker 3: e

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 Working as a surfwoman must require a lot of courage because 
they face horrendous weather conditions to save lives.
 Being a snowmaker also requires a lot of physical strength –  
I suppose they have to be really strong to carry all the heavy 
equipment they use. 
 Becoming an astrophysicist certainly requires the highest level 
of education. I imagine an astrophysicist has to study physics 
and maths at a very high level.

13
1

14
1
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LISTEN CLOSELY

 1.  A      2.  D      3.  A

page 22

GRAMMAR

 FUTURE PERFECT simple //  
 / FUTURE CONTINUOUS

 1.  An action that will be complete at a some time in the future.
 2.  An action that will be in progress at some time in the future.

 1 1.  will have increased 5.  will have covered
 2.  will have become 6.  will have risen
 3.  will be suffering 7.  won’t be living
 4.  will be melting

2 In sentences 3 and 7

3 1.  By the end of the week, it won’t have rained for  
six months.

 2.  At this time tomorrow I’ll be skiing down Mt. Blanc.
 3.  Perhaps by the end of the decade they will have discovered 

a way.
 4.  In a month, we’ll be enjoying the warm weather.
 5.  The rain won’t have stopped by the time you leave.
 6.  Will you have prepared your house before it begins?
 7.  He won’t be walking on it for a few weeks.
 8.  I’ll be attending a lecture until 4 o’clock.

4   Possible Answers
  1.  Southern Europe, Turkey and Southern Russia will be 

suffering from extreme drought in 2050.
 2.  By 2050, global temperatures will have risen approximately 

two degrees Celsius. 
 3.  By the year 2080, sea levels will have risen 60 cm.

page 23

5  Possible Answers
 Which areas won’t be suffering from drought in 2050?
 By 2025 how much will global temperatures have risen?
  By what year will sea levels have risen 60 cm according to  

the best estimate?

6  Possible Answers
 1.  An hour from now, I’ll be having lunch.
 2.  By the time I’m 25, I’ll have finished a degree in engineering.
 3.  This time next year, I’ll be living in a different neighbourhood.
 4.  By the end of today, I’ll have spent all the money my  

parents gave me this morning.
 5.  Before I get old, I’ll have bought a sports car.

 7 1. am going to do 5.  will probably bring
 2.  will be teaching /  6.  will find
  will teach 7.  will be wearing
 3.  will have studied 8.  will be helping
 4.  will have become

15
1

16
1

17
1

8 1.  At 3.30, Lily will be walking the dog. Lily will be walking 
the dog at 3.30.

 2.  By the time our children grow up, the climate will have 
changed.

 3.  By the time Thomas leaves, he will have spoken to 
everyone.

 4.  This time next year I’ll be travelling around India.
 5.  During August we’ll be staying at the Seaside Hotel. /  

We’ll be staying at the Seaside Hotel during August.

L iv ing            English

 1. c      2.  d      3.  a      4.  e      5.  b

page 24

VOCABULARY  Weather

1 1.  blizzard 5.  muggy
 2.  breezes 6.  severe
 3.  Chilly 7.  cold spell
 4.  heatwave 8.  clear up

2  1.  a     2.  a     3.  b     4.  a     5.  a     6.  b     7.  b     8.  b

LISTENING  

3 1. fourth
 2.  Roman god of war
 3. red planet

 4  1.  For the day that Curiosity landed on Mars on 6th August 
2012.

 2.  It is an explorer vehicle whose job consists of collecting 
data (such as wind direction, temperatures and humidity) 
to find out about the weather on Mars.

 5  1.  Scientists would like to know if there is life on Mars.
 2.  Weather data will also be useful to astronauts.
 3.  Each season on Mars is a different length.
 4.  Earth’s orbit is a circle, while Mars’ is an ellipse.
 5.  Most of the time, the wind is a gentle breeze.
 6.  Dust storms can last for weeks.

6 1.  four 4.  -55ºC
 2.  seven months 5.  360 kph
 3.  four months 6.  zero

HAVE YOUR SAY

  Possible Answers
 I think so because there are thousands of planets similar to 
Earth and ... why not? There may be intelligent life on one of 
those planets. We just haven’t found it yet.
 No, there’s no intelligent life in outer space. Scientists have 
been monitoring electromagnetic waves from outer space for 
many years and so far they haven’t found any signs of life on 
other planets.

page 25

SPEAKING TASK  Describing a Picture 

1 1.  f      2.  b      3.  d      4.  a      5.  c      6.  e

18
1

19
1

19
1
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2 Picture A: freezing, destruction, dangerous, emergency 
 Picture B:  dry, hot, hopeless, emergency, famine, drought
 Possible extra words and expressions
  Picture A: homeless, heavy flooding, catastrophe, evacuate, 

seriously injured, emergency supplies, shelter, aid packages, 
donate money, face hardship

  Picture B: arid, scorching hot, poverty, crops, starvation, 
starving to death, thirsty, undernourished

LIVING CULTURE

 1.  c        2.  a        3.  b

page 26

WRITING  AN INFORMAL LETTER OR E-MAIL 

1  Mike is enjoying the fantastic weather and sunshine in 
Australia. He also likes surfing with Jennifer, a girl he met at 
a beach party.

2  1.  opening remarks 5.  body
 2.  signing off 6.  closing remarks
 3.  greeting 7.  body
 4.  body

page 27

3  Adverbs of manner: well, quickly, luckily (paragraph 3)
 Adverbs of degree: a bit, really, absolutely (paragraph 3)

4  1.  Unfortunately 4.  lightly
 2.  correctly 5.  fast
 3.  patiently 6. Suddenly

5 1.  absolutely 4.  fairly
 2.  not at all 5. pretty
 3.  very 6.  completely

6   1.  That child is screaming loudly because she is extremely 
spoilt.

 2.  It’s raining hard and it’s a bit chilly.
 3.  I was quite disappointed because we didn’t get along well.
 4.  Although the lecture was fairly boring, the audience 

listened politely.
 5.  We watched helplessly, but we were completely unable 

to move.
 6.  Dave is eating quickly as he is really hungry. 

page 28

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1 1.  completely 5.  controversial
 2.  global 6.  suddenly
 3.  nervous 7.  freezing
 4.  thrilled 8.  powerless

2 1.  will 5.  does
 2.  be 6.  than
 3.  into 7.  to
 4.  expected / going 8.  time
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Unit 3
Face the Music

page 29 

1 1. No, it has nothing to do with music.
 2. a

2  Possible Answers
  I agree with Bono’s quote. Music touches our lives in many 

ways. It can turn us into better people. It can also provide 
comfort when you’re unhappy. Sometimes, all you want is to  
be alone with your thoughts and your music.

  I agree with Andersen’s quote. Music is very powerful and  
often does what words alone can never do. When you can’t  
say something, you let music explain how you feel.

4 1.  Beethoven  5.  Elvis Presley 
 2.  Adele   6. Brahms
 3.  Mozart  7. Shakira
 4.  Rebecca Black

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 I love pop music because I feel it represents me and the world I 
live in. I love One Direction. Their music makes me laugh, smile 
and cry. The song What Makes You Beautiful really helps me 
when I’m down.

page 30

READING

1   Music is considered a universal language because it transcends 
language barriers. Music and its message go beyond language. 
Emotions are a common feeling shared by all human beings and 
music can communicate emotions effectively.

2  c

3 1.  True 4.  True
 2.  False  5.  False
 3.  False

4  1.  The Congo is among the poorest countries in the world.  
(lines 6-7)

 2.  In the Congo, over five million people were killed during a 
brutal civil war. (lines 8-9)

 3.  Listening to a rehearsal helped the reporter understand why 
the orchestra members don’t give up. (lines 28-30)

 4.  Perhaps the brothers learned to face obstacles because they 
have always lived in difficult conditions. (lines 37-38)

 5.  Bob Simon feels other orchestras may play with more 
expertise, but not with more joy. (lines 47-48)

page 31

5 1. c    2.  b     3.  d     4.  b

6  1.  midst (line 11)  4.  expertise (line 48)
 2.  conductor (line 16) 5.  inconveniences (line 50)
 3.  soaring (line 45)

21
1

22
1

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
Even if I didn’t have enough time, I wouldn’t give up playing 
football because football isn’t just a sport – it’s my life! It 
brings happiness to my life. Actually, I’d like to become a 
professional football player in the future. I know it’s difficult, 
but that would be my dream come true.

page 32

VOCABULARY
1 WORDS FROM THE TEXT

  1.  people watching 4.  pay attention
 2.  continue 5.  every day 
 3.  some crisps 6. difficult

2    1.  I’d like to order two tickets for the Friday performance.
 2.  It’s difficult to learn the piano, but don’t give up.
 3.  How did they survive the hurricane?
 4.  They hold their meetings in the conference room.
 5.  How does Alan manage to do so much?
 6. You should face your problems and try to solve them.
 7. We’ll have one last rehearsal before the concert.
 8. I’d like to point out that we don’t feel ready to perform.

Gerunds and Infinitives

3 1.  buying 4.  Exercising
 2.  to pay  5.  to hold
 3.  performing 6. turning down 

4  1.  I don’t feel like practising right now.
 2.  I’m not interested in selling my electric guitar.
 3.  Don’t hesitate to call whenever you need help.
 4.  It isn’t easy to play the saxophone well.
 5.  We’ll probably finish rehearsing by / at ten o’clock.
 6. Many teenagers refuse to listen to classical music.

5  1.  a      2.   a      3.   b

6 WORDS IN USE

 1.  face 6. performing
 2.  daily 7. give up
 3.  performances 8. point out
 4.  held 9. Focusing on
 5.  audiences

page 33

LISTENING

2 1.  b      2.   b      3.   a      4.   c      5.   a      6.  a

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 I discover new music most frequently through YouTube. I’ve 
also tried music-streaming sites such as Pandora and Spotify. 
 I don’t find all that much music on YouTube – just the  
occasional thing that’s used as a soundtrack, but when stuff’s 
recommended to me by a friend or a review site I read, the 
first thing I do is go to YouTube and listen.

LISTEN CLOSELY

 1. Frankly, a
 2. I hate to say it, but, b
 3. I’m afraid I, a

23
1

24
1

25
1
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page 34

GRAMMAR

MODALS AND MODAL PERFECTS

  Sentences 3 and 4 talk about the past because they contain 
modal perfects, which are always used to describe a past  
situation.

1 1.  aren’t able to  5.  must / should
 2.  must / should  6. must not
 3.  needn’t  7. may / can
 4.  can

3  b

4  Possible Answers
 1.  I hope that one day, I’ll be able to play the guitar.
 2.  He plays three instruments, so he must be quite musical.
 3.  My music teacher thinks that I should practice more often.
 4.  On weekends, most people needn’t get up early to go  

to work.
 5.  Every citizen in our country must respect public property.
 6. Next year, I may join a pop band.
 7. People who are driving mustn’t use their mobile phones. 
 8. I haven’t got a pen. Could I use yours?

5 1.  must have felt  4.  shouldn’t have been
 2.  couldn’t have played 5.  might have left
 3.  would have paid 6. could have taken

6  Possible Answers
 1.  You should have learned the lyrics of the song.
 2.  You shouldn’t have stayed up so late.
 3.  You could have brought the drums in a larger car.
 4.  They must have disturbed you while you were playing.
 5.  They might have been bored.
 6. Your performance can’t have been good.

page 35

7 1.  couldn’t play
 2.  would have given / could have
 3.  must be 
 4.  should have continued
 5.  needn’t / don’t have to bring
 6. couldn’t have done
 7. may / might go
 8. might not have / should have learnt

8  1.  Could I use your iPad?
 2.  You shouldn’t have sold your piano.
 3.  You don’t have to help me.
 4.  Jennifer might have forgotten her phone.
 5.  You can’t be serious! / I can’t believe you’re serious.
 6. We weren’t able to finish the project yesterday.
 7. You could have solved the problem (but you didn’t).
 8. Tom must have been very excited about the concert.

9  1.  couldn’t  5.  should have
 2.  have to  6. were able to
 3.  must have been 7. wouldn’t have happened
 4.  may have felt

26
1

L iv ing            English

 1.  I should hope so. 4.  I couldn’t care less.
 2.  I might have guessed. 5.  We might as well.
 3.  I can’t help it.

page 36

VOCABULARY  Entertainment

1  1.  rap  6. usually
 2.  silly  7. successful
 3. better  8. major
 4.  great 9. fall asleep
 5.  stay away

2 1. d      2.  g      3.  f      4.  e      5.  a      6.  c      7.  b

Easily Confused Words
 1. live (v) 3. alive (adj)
 2. live (adv) 4. live (adj)

LISTENING

3  Possible Answer
  It looks unusual because there’s a symphony orchestra, but in 

the background there are video screen visuals from a video 
game. There is also amazing lighting. This concert is not being 
held in a theatre. Maybe they’re playing in a football stadium or 
a bull ring.

4 1.  Soundtracks used to be simple tunes, but now games have 
got full soundtracks which are as good as in any film.

 2.  The composers are often big names in the world of film and 
TV. The music is played by professional musicians.

 3.  It is a live concert given by a real orchestra where they play 
only game music.

5  1.  False. Video Games Live began in Hollywood.
 2.  True
 3.  False. They watch the video games on screens above the 

stage.
 4.  True
 5.  False. It’s people who don’t play who are the most amazed 

by the music.
 6. True 

 6 1.  The first concert took place in the year 2005.
 2.  There are 50 musicians at tonight’s concert as well as a 

chorus.
 3.  The music is chosen from more than 60 of the greatest 

games of all time.
 4.  The goals of the Video Games Live concerts are to:
  a.   show that video game music is important to our culture.
  b.  introduce young people to concerts and orchestras.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 I think it’s a great idea. Video game music is amazing and it 
must be fun to hear it performed by a live orchestra. I think 
teenagers would enjoy it and it might encourage them to go  
to classical music concerts, too. 

page 37

SPEAKING TASK  Expressing Opinions

1 1.  c      2.   d      3.   e      4.   a      5.   b

27
1

28
1

28
1
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2  1.  could   5.  out
 2.  had   6. able
 3.  to   7. be
 4.  have   8. due

LIVING CULTURE

 1.  e      2.   a      3.   d      4.   b      5.   c

page 38

WRITING  AN OPINION ESSAY

1 (1st question)
  The writer thinks this law is not a good idea as it would be 

rather impractical.
 Possible Answer (2nd question)
  The writer is convincing because he supports his opinion with 

reasons, facts and examples (e.g. courts can’t prove a 
pedestrian was actually guilty and hadn’t turned off the music; 
pursuing headphone-wearers would be a waste of time for the 
police; individuals should be responsible for their own safety; 
it’s better to increase awareness of the dangers through 
education).

2 1.  body  4.  doesn’t belong 
 2.  body  5.  closing
 3.  opening  6. body

Tip 
 … this law would be impractical. (paragraph 2)
  … pursuing headphone-wearers would be a waste of time for 

the police … . (paragraph 2)
  In short, … a law forbidding it would waste the time of the 

police and the courts. It would also limit personal freedom and 
responsibility. (paragraph 4)

page 39

WORD ORDER

3 
subject verb object manner  

(how)
place 

(where)
time 

(when)

1.  Beth plays the drums loudly in her  
room

every 
afternoon 

2.  The 
children

learned the new 
song

quickly

3.  You can buy a guitar on eBay

4.  My dad saw the new 
iPod

in shops yesterday

5.  Fran sang her song beautifully at the 
audition

last night

6.  Mark is meeting his friend at the  
café

tonight

4  1. b      2.  a      3.  b      4.  b      5.  a      6.  a

5 1.  We often drive to the mountains on Saturdays. /  
On Saturdays, we often drive to the mountains.

 2.  I usually wear headphones on the way to school.
 3.  Dr Pavel spoke clearly at the presentation last night.
 4.  I will bring some books and magazines tomorrow. /  

Tomorrow, I’ll bring some books and magazines.
 5.  They usually answer the phone quickly at that office.
 6. We always rehearse in the gym on Wednesdays.

WRITING TASK  AN OPINION ESSAY

1 For banning: 3, 4, 6, 7  Against banning: 1, 2, 5

page 40

 LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1 1.  C     2.  B    3.  A    4.  D    5.  B    6.  A    7.  D    8.  C
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Unit 4
My Lips Are Sealed

page 41

1 1.  This idiom is said when you promise to keep a secret.  
In Spanish, we say Soy una tumba.

 2.  spies, military personnel, diplomats, detectives

2  A.  revealing a secret (reveal a secret, usually without 
intending to)

 B.  revealing a secret (give people information they are not 
supposed to know)

 C.  keeping a secret (hide what you’re thinking or feeling)

4 1.  enemy near
 2.  bring files to café
 3.  meet me at the pool

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 I think it’s important to have an intelligence service. We need 
to know what other countries and their governments are  
doing – that way, we can be better prepared.
 I don’t think we need an intelligence service. It must cost a lot 
to run an intelligence service and I think all that money could 
be better spent on solving social problems.

page 42

Reading

1 Possible Answer
  Obtaining military plans probably used to be the main 

objective of espionage work in the past, but now economic 
espionage, cyber attacks and terrorism are the bigger threats. 
However, something remains unchanged: spies must be clever 
people who crack secret codes and use the latest technology.

2  SCANNING FOR INFORMATION  
 Article 1 
 1.  A British newspaper
 2.  12 minutes or less.
 3.  A German code
 Article 2
 1.  Before midnight, 12th December
 2.  Government Communications Headquarters. 

3 1.  a     2.  c     3.  b

4 1.  The Daily Telegraph was famous for publishing crossword 
puzzles. (lines 1-3)

 2.  The Enigma team needed crossword champions because 
they can think “outside the box” which is required for 
decoding work. (lines 17-19)

 3.  GCHQ posted the puzzle on the Internet in order to find 
talented hackers whose skills they could use.  
(lines 45-46)

 4.  Transportation and financial markets are things that 
enemies can easily attack through their computer 
networks. (lines 52-53)

 5.  The code-breakers may prefer to work in hi-tech because 
they have better-paying jobs in this sector. (lines 61-62)

 6.  In both articles, the government finds spies by looking for 
bright people who can crack codes. 

30
1

31
1

page 43

5 1.  They were asked to crack a complicated puzzle in 12 
minutes or less.

 2.  Cracking the Enigma code enabled the Allies to know 
Germany’s plans in advance. This gave them a huge 
advantage in the war.

 3.  GCHQ uses unconventional methods to recruit spies 
because they want brilliant, self-taught hackers who 
cannot be found at universities.

 4.  Cyberwarfare doesn’t involve guns or other traditional 
weapons as in conventional warfare. It causes tremendous 
damage to a country through its computer networks.

 5.  Governments take the threat of cyberwarfare seriously 
because the consequences are severe and because  
cyberwarfare has already happened.

6  1.  well-known (lines 2-3) 4.  succeeded (line 25)
 2.  brilliant (line 12) 5.  bright (line 43)
 3.  top (line 15) 6.  enemies (line 50)

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 Yes, I’d love to work as a code-breaker to help protect my 
country from cyber attacks.
No, I think I’d get very bored after a while. I’d rather do 
something with a bit more action.

page 44

VOCABULARY
1   WORDS FROM THE TEXT 

 1.  a plane journey / a surprise party
 2.  do your homework / study before exams
 3.  sport / computer games
 4.  an accident / a parade

2 1.  deadline 4.  employee
 2.  get in touch with 5.  require
 3.  infamous

3  Possible Answers
 1. During a war, you try to crack the code of your enemy.
 2.  Cyber terrorism is a threat to our country.
 3.  A Google search will often lead you to the correct website.
 4.  You should make an effort to be a good host when you 

have guests.
 5.  Maths is a subject that challenges many students.
 6.  Swimming is an activity suited to young children.

4 Verbs and Prepositions
  1. e      2.  b      3.  d      4.  a      5.  f      6.  c

5  1.  in      2.  on      3.  with      4.  about      5.  on      6.  on

6 Possible Answers
 1.  I’d never heard of the Enigma Code.
 2.  Sam recently heard about the fight at the club.
 3.  Last night, I argued with my parents.
 4.  They always argue about what to watch on TV.
 5.  This organisation cares for lost dogs.
 6.  I don’t really care about people who don’t care about me.
 7.  I think you need to apologise for hurting her feelings.
 8.  Did you apologise to Susan for losing her bag?
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1  1.  will probably enjoy 5.  is
 2.  Would … enjoy 6.  finish / have finished
 3.  could 7.  are
 4.  helped

2 1.  If I hadn’t forgotten the password, I wouldn’t have been 
caught.

 2.  If I had used a GPS, I wouldn’t have made that mistake.
 3.  If I hadn’t dropped it, I could have given it to you.
 4.  If it had exploded, it would have caused a lot of damage.
 5.  If I had cracked the code, I might / would have won a medal.

3 1.  weren’t 5. opens
 2.  wants 6.  wouldn’t say
 3.  will love 7.  order
 4.  hadn’t turned out
 Text 1: C      Text 2: B      Text 3: A

page 47

5  Possible Answers
 1.  If he hadn’t downloaded that program, it wouldn’t have 

happened.
 2.  If his father really were a secret agent, he would have a lot 

of guns at home.
 3.  If her phone had a good camera, she could take great 

pictures.
 4.  She will pass her test if she does some work.
 5.  If she didn’t waste so much time, she would have better 

exam results.
 6.  If I hadn’t been late, my boss wouldn’t have got angry.
 7.  I’ll talk to you / her when I am not busy.

6   Possible Answers
 1.  I would go to the new James Bond film if I didn’t have to 

babysit my sister.
 2.  No one would have noticed you if you hadn’t arrived late.
 3.  If my boss spied on me with a hidden camera, I would be 

very upset.
 4.  You can’t be a secret agent unless you are good at cracking 

codes.
 5.  I would have cracked the code if I had had some more time.
 6.  If there is a cyber attack, computer networks will be 

destroyed.
 7.  The secret agent will be sent to prison when they find out 

he hacked their computer networks.
 8. I’ll give you the information the moment I receive it.

7 1.  If you’re good at crosswords, you may be good at  
code-cracking.

 2.  I wouldn’t give you this information if I didn’t trust you.
 3.  They wouldn’t have read our plans if they hadn’t found the 

documents.
 4.  If the camera weren’t very small, people would be able to 

see it.
 5.  Don’t open the door for people unless they know the password.
 6.  The enemy agents wouldn’t have caught him if he hadn’t  

been so careless.
 7.  As soon as you type in the password, you can use the 

computer.
 8.  Please note, in the first edition of the Student’s Book, there 

was an error in Sentence 8. The correct answer is: You can 
apply for the job after you learn / have learnt another 
language.

 7 WORDS IN USE

 1.  infamous 5.  depended on
 2.  succeeded in 6.  require
 3.  hear from 7.  effort
 4.  cracked the code 8.  led them to

page 45

LISTENING

1  The Pentagon is the headquarters of the United States 
Department of Defence, located in Arlington County, Virginia.  
It is called the Pentagon because of the 5-pointed design  
of the building. “The Pentagon” is often used to refer to the  
US Department of Defence rather than the building itself.

2 1.  A strange signal was discovered by computer experts.
 2.  The signal was acting like a human spy.
 3.  A foreign power was trying to steal military secrets.
 4.  This was not the first cyber invasion, but it was the most 

serious.
 5.  Many crucial computer systems are not protected the way 

they should be.
 6.  The speaker describes a cyber attack which sabotages 

electricity, trains, petrol and food supplies.
 7.  One difference between cyberwarfare and conventional 

warfare is that cyberwarfare is much cheaper.
 8.  Another difference is that in a cyberwar, you don’t know 

who is attacking you.
 9.  Experts aren’t sure when this kind of cyber attack will take 

place.
 10.  Governments also want to know how to attack other 

countries’ computers.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
I don’t think international laws could prevent cyber attacks. 
The only possible way to prevent cyber attacks is to have 
better intelligence agencies that will employ the smartest 
agents to fight cyberwar.

LISTEN CLOSELY

1  1. b      2.  d      3.  a      4.  c

2  1.  whatever
 2. wherever, whenever
 3. whoever

page 46

GRAMMAR

 CONDITIONALS

 1.  Third Conditional (Past Perfect in the condition and  
might have + participle in the result)

 2.  Zero Conditional (Present Simple in both the condition  
and the result)

 3.  Second Conditional (Past Simple in the condition and 
would + base form of the verb in the result)

 4.  First Conditional (Present Simple in the condition and 
Future Simple in the result)

 TIME CLAUSES

 They refer to the future.

32
1

33
1

34
1
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2  1.  paragraph 3
 2.  paragraph 2
 3.  paragraph 4
 4.  paragraph 4 (gives the opposite opinion)
 5.  paragraph 1
 6.  paragraph 2

Tip 
  It’s not pleasant to feel someone is watching you all day, even if 

you have nothing to conceal (paragraph 2).
  If schools spend money on them, they’ll have much less for 

things like computers and more teachers (paragraph 2). 
  Students are far less likely to misbehave when they know they 

are being monitored (paragraph 3).
  If they feel secure, they can concentrate on their schoolwork 

(paragraph 3).

page 51

CONNECTORS OF ADDITION AND CONTRAST

3  Connectors of addition: 
It’s not pleasant to feel someone is watching you all  
day, even if you have nothing to conceal. Furthermore, security 
cameras are very expensive (paragraph 2).

  Students are far less likely to misbehave when they  
know they are being monitored. Moreover, security  
cameras help students academically … (paragraph 3).

 Connectors of contrast: 
  On the one hand, privacy is a basic human right  

(paragraph 2).
  On the other hand, security cameras are an efficient  

way of reducing the violence (paragraph 3).

4 1.  However, 4.  Nevertheless, 
 2.  despite  5.  Furthermore, 
 3.  as well as 6.  Even though

5 1.  I love crossword puzzles but I’m not good at cracking codes. / 
On the one hand, I love crossword puzzles.  
On the other hand, I’m not good at cracking codes.

 2.  The author of the James Bond books had experience in 
intelligence and also worked as a journalist. / The author  
of the James Bond books had experience in intelligence.  
In addition, he worked as a journalist.

 3.  Security cameras are a good way to fight crime in spite of 
the fact that they make people nervous. / Security cameras 
are a good way to fight crime. However, they make people 
nervous.

 4.  Secret agents face many difficulties as well as many 
dangers. / Secret agents face many difficulties. Moreover, 
they face many dangers.

 5.  Although spies do important work for our country, most 
remain completely unknown. / Spies do important work for 
our country. Nevertheless, most remain completely 
unknown.

6 Possible Answers  
 1.  Irene has already packed her bags. She has also printed her 

boarding card.
 2.  My friends write messages on Facebook all the time. 

Moreover, they upload and tag hundreds of pictures.
 3.  I’m sure Jake can solve the problem, even though nobody is 

going to help him.
 4.  I’ve got an iPad as well as an iPhone.
 5.  On the one hand, it’s great fun watching a film on TV. On the 

other hand, it’s even more fun to hang out with friends.

8 1.  worked 6. delete / have deleted
 2.  wants 7. wouldn’t be
 3.  do / have done 8. hadn’t used
 4.  will be 9. wouldn’t have known
 5.  can hear

L iv ing            English

 1.  if you like 3.  as if
 2.  if I were you 4.  if you don’t mind 

page 48

VOCABULARY  Secrets

1 1.  a, c     2.   b, c     3.   a, b     4.   a, c     5.   b, c     6.   b, c

2  1.  Don’t reveal your address to strangers.
 2.  Using drugs is illegal in most countries.
 3.  We can trust Ryan with our secret.
 4.  Spies often conceal their real identities.
 5.  Be cautious about giving your personal details on Facebook.
 6.  It’s sneaky to listen to your friends’ conversations  

without telling them.
 7.  Don’t buy anything on a website that isn’t secure.
 8.  They should warn people about computer viruses.
 9.  Watch that man! His behaviour is quite suspicious.

LISTENING

3   Advances in technology are creating more opportunities for 
invasions of privacy.

4  1. d      2.  c      3.  a      4.  a      5.  b

5  The information in 2, 4 and 5 are given in the interview.
 2.  £1,000
 4.  300 million
 5.  Because a complete stranger in the street could simply take 

a photo of you, find out your name and discover everything 
about you on the Internet.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 Yes, it’s a great idea to register for Internet Eyes because I’d 
like to help the police catch criminals and I’ll be paid, too! 
That’s good money!

page 49

SPEAKING TASK  Agreeing and Disagreeing

1  A 1.  I disagree.; You’ve got a point.
  2.  That’s true, but; Exactly!
 B   I disagree. – That’s not how I see it.  

You’ve got a point. – I agree. 
That’s true, but – I suppose you’re right, but 
Exactly! – Absolutely!

LIVING CULTURE
 b

page 50

WRITING  A FOR AND AGAINST ESSAY

1   The writer is in favour of installing security cameras in schools 
to make them safer and a better place to learn.

35
1

36
1

37
1

38
1
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WRITING TASK A FOR AND AGAINST ESSAY

1 For: 1, 2, 5 Against: 3, 4, 6

page 52

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1 1.  suspicious 5.  useful
 2.  actually 6.  sneaky
 3.  shoppers 7.  invasion
 4.  harmless 8.  illegal

2  1.  it weren’t suited to
 2.  have grown apart
 3.  gets in touch
 4.  have prevented John / him from going
 5. must look
 6. had called ahead of
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Unit 5
An Apple a Day Keeps the Doctor Away

page 53

1  Possible Answers
 1.  This saying advises us to eat an apple every day because 

apples are so nutritious that if you eat one every day, you’ll 
never need to go to a doctor.

   There could be some truth to this saying: apples are low in 
calories and contain vitamin C, which helps our immune 
system. 

   I don’t think this advice will help me much. You need more 
than an apple a day to stay healthy.

 3. Possible Answers 
  Una manzana cada día, de médico te ahorraría.
   Más vale prevenir que curar.
  De lo que se come se cría.
   Acostarse temprano y levantarse temprano hacen al 

hombre sano.
  Curarse en salud.
  Sana como una manzana.

 3  1.  False. Colds are caused by viruses – not cold weather.
 2.  False. If you don’t get enough sleep, you might gain weight.
 3.  True. When you exercise, your brain releases hormones 

that make you feel good about life.
 4.  True. Tears contain harmful chemicals that have built up in 

our body.
 5.  True. Carrots contain vitamin A, which helps your eyes 

stay healthy.
 6.  False. Any suntan involves some kind of damage to your 

skin, which can lead to skin cancer.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
I was surprised to learn that not getting enough sleep can 
make you fat. In fact, I thought it was exactly the opposite.  
I thought I would put on weight if I slept more.

page 54

READING

1  Possible Answers
 Common stressful situations for teens might include:
 Separation or divorce of parents
 Family financial problems
 Breaking up with a boyfriend or girlfriend
 Moving or changing schools
 Problems with friends and/or peers at school
  Taking on too many activities or having high expectations 
 School pressure: school demands and frustrations 

 Possible ways teens deal with stress might include:
 Seeking support from friends or teachers
  Listening to music or playing video games
 Spending time exercising to relieve stress

2 IDENTIFYING KEYWORDS 
 stress, exams, trouble

 3 b  

4 1.  b     2.  c     3.  b 

01
2

02
2

page 55

5  1.  False 4.  True
 2.  False 5.  False
 3.  True

6  1.  Jamie can’t fall asleep at night, and Zoe has lost her appetite 
and wakes up in the morning with a headache and a 
stomach ache.

 2.  When we’re stressed we produce adrenaline, which makes 
our heart and breathing rates increase.

 3.  Teenagers with heavy schedules may need to give up one or 
two activities and prioritise.

 4.  Exercising once in a while isn’t really good enough because 
the positive effects of exercise disappear after 12-24 hours.

 5.  These foods are good for stress because they contain 
vitamins B, C and E, which help our body deal with stress. 

7 1.  lost my appetite (line 18) 4.  overreact (line 39)
 2.  issues (line 27) 5.  plenty of (line 60)
 3.  enabling (line 30)

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
I’m always laughing. I honestly think it’s the thing I enjoy  
the most. That’s probably why I don’t feel stressed.
The most difficult tip to follow is eating fresh fruit and 
vegetables – I’ve never liked fruit or vegetables.

page 56

VOCABULARY
1   WORDS FROM THE TEXT

 1.  A difficult exam can be very stressful.
 2.  Your health will improve if you eat proper meals.
 3.  I’m feeling quite miserable because I’ve had the flu for a 

week.
 4.  Paul was upset when his girlfriend wanted to break up.
 5.  I’m fed up with listening to you complain.
 6.  Washing your hands helps get rid of germs.
 7.  If you’ve got a problem, it’s best to deal with it.
 8.  You should relax more if you want to stay sane.

2 1.  happy  5.  Some
 2.  fever 6.  policeman
 3.  homework 7.  feels
 4. Studying hard 8.  week

Phrasal Verbs

3  1.  d      2.  f     3.  h     4.  c      5.  b     6.  a     7.  e     8.  g

4  1.  It’s important to warm up before you exercise, or you might 
hurt yourself.

 2.  I usually work out at the fitness club.
 3.  The doctor says I should cut down on coffee. I shouldn’t 

have more than two cups a day.
 4.  I hear you’re going to take up swimming. When will you 

start?
 5.  You’ll put on weight if you stop going to the gym.
 6.  I think the aspirin has kicked in. My headache has 

disappeared.
 7.  He’s finally got over his bronchitis. He’s stopped coughing 

and his temperature is normal.
 8.  I think I’m coming down with something. I feel terrible.
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4  1.  is felt  6.  didn’t show
 2.  has been done / was done  7.  made
 3.  were tested  8.  don’t need
 4.  had been trained 9.  can still be felt
 5.  causes

5  1.  When is runner’s high felt?  
It can be felt during and after a long-distance run.

 2.  Which species were tested in the study?  
They tested humans, dogs and ferrets.

 3.  Did ferrets feel happier after running?  
No, they didn’t.

 4.  How were prehistoric people helped by runner’s high?  
Runner’s high made prehistoric people better hunters  
and improved their chances of survival.

page 59

6  1.  I waited while my friend was being examined by the 
doctor.

 2.  His blood pressure should have been checked yesterday.
 3.  Have they opened a new health club in your area?
 4.  Are patients kept overnight after surgery?
 5.  The results are going to be presented at next week’s 

conference.
 6.  Did a South American invent Zumba?
 7.  Appointments can’t be made online.
 8.  You will be seen by the doctor in two weeks.

7 1.  The doctors are sent daily reports by the lab. /  
Daily reports are sent to the doctors by the lab.

 2.  We are going to be shown the new equipment (by the 
fitness instructor). / The new equipment is going to be 
shown to us. 

 3.  Patients should always be told the truth. /  
The truth should always be told to patients.

 4.  Was this patient given the right medicine? /  
Was the right medicine given to this patient?

 5.  We may have been sent the wrong patient’s file. / 
The wrong patient’s file may have been sent to us. 

 6.  Health club members were being offered free lessons. /  
Free lessons were being offered to health club members.

 7.  We are being brought some tea (by the nurse). /  
Some tea is being brought to us (by the nurse).

 8.  I haven’t been shown my test results. /  
My test results haven’t been shown to me.

8  1.  I take good care of my teeth. I get / have them cleaned 
every six months.

 2.  Sorry, I can’t talk now. I’m having my eyes tested.
 3.  This spot on my back was making me nervous. That’s why 

I got / had it checked yesterday.
 4.  The baby is a week old. His mother hasn’t had him 

vaccinated yet.
 5.  Your arm may be broken. You should have / get it x-rayed.
 6.  I’ve been dieting for weeks. I’m going to have my body fat 

measured tomorrow.

5 WORDS IN USE

 1.  fed up with 5.  diseases
 2.  take up  6.  enabling
 3.  coming down with 7.  deal with
 4.  get rid of 8.  working out

page 57

LISTENING

1  Possible Answers
 1.  lucky 4.  What happened?
 2.  when / exercise 5.  prevent / a good night’s sleep
 3.  relationship 6.  upset

 2   1.  b     2.   b     3.  a     4.  c     5.  a     6.  b

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answer
 I often feel I haven’t had a good night’s sleep when I’m 
worried about something and find it difficult to “switch off” 
because problems buzz around my head.

LISTEN CLOSELY

 1.  a     2.  b

page 58

GRAMMAR

THE PASSIVE // THE CAUSATIVE

 It is clear who does the action in passive sentences 2 and 4, 
where the by agents of the actions (many things and mammoths) 
are explicitly mentioned.
 In sentences 1 and 3 the agents of the actions are not mentioned 
because they are too obvious (our body in sentence 1 and people 
in sentence 3).
 In causative sentence 5 the agent is not mentioned because it is 
irrelevant, as what is really important is the fact that new gym 
equipment is being installed – not who is installing it.

 1  1.  has ever been faced 5. are found
 2.  can be cured 6.  should be warned
 3.  were first sold 7.  hasn’t been proved / proven
 4.  is inhaled 8.  is now being done

2  1.  Approximately 38,500,000 hamburgers are eaten in the 
United States every day.

 2.  Nutritionists disagree about whether milk should be drunk 
regularly.

 3.  Leeches were used in the Middle Ages to clean people’s 
blood.

 4.  Many diseases could easily be cured after antibiotics had 
been discovered.

 5.  Skin cancer can be caused by lying in the sun.
 6.  We hope that a cure for cancer will be found soon.
 7.  Your feet might be damaged by wearing high-heeled 

shoes too often.

3 Possible Answers
 1.  Cigarette smoke contains over 4,800 chemicals, 69 of 

which are known to cause cancer.
 2.  Skin cancer can be prevented by using sunscreen and by 

wearing a hat.
 3.  Junk food is usually made with large amounts of sugar and 

fats.

03
2

04
2

05
2

06
2
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 7  1.  PJ James decided to go from 80 to 120 kilos in four months.
 2.  While he was gaining weight, he didn’t exercise at all.
 3.  Three health problems he experienced were high blood 

pressure, high blood sugar and high cholesterol.
 4.  He hadn’t expected to like his new high-fat diet.
 5.  Losing the weight was a long, difficult journey.
 6.  Losing the weight took him six months.
 7.  His film is called Fat and Back.
 8.  He wants people to change their lives.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answer
 I think PJ James will understand his clients better because now 
he knows what it’s really like to be fat, but I don’t think he will 
encourage people to change their lives.

page 61

SPEAKING TASK  Comparing Pictures

1  1.  b     2.  e     3.  d     4.  a     5.  c
  Sentence describing similarities: 1.  b
  Sentences describing differences: 2.  e     3.  d     4. a     5.  c

2  Possible Answers
 1.  Swimming requires more self-discipline, which is vital for 

achieving success. You must have self-discipline to practise 
enough to perfect your skills to the required level.

 2.  For swimming, you need a swimming cap and a proper 
swimsuit, which must feel comfortable, but also fit well. You 
also need goggles, which protect a swimmer’s eyes from 
chlorine and allow for better visibility. Swimmers who are 
sensitive to infections may also require earplugs. For 
basketball, you need a ball, a hoop and basketball shoes. 
Basketball apparel (basketball shorts, T-shirt, sweatshirt, 
hoodies, etc.) aren’t really necessary, but they look good!

 3.  I feel basketball is the most strenuous sport because it requires 
a lot of endurance, strength, power, speed and agility.

 4.  I would prefer to play basketball because it’s more fun.

LIVING CULTURE
 1. c     2.  a     3.  d     4.  e     5.  b

page 62

WRITING  AN INFORMATIVE ESSAY
1 Possible Answers

 Yoga started in India over 5,000 years ago.
 Yoga was introduced to the West in the late 19th century.
  Most yoga sessions focus on two main elements: poses and 

breathing.

2 a.  body d. body
 b. opening e.  opening
 c. closing f. body

Tip
  Present Simple Tense: is, focus, require, strengthens, calms
 Past Simple Tense: started, was introduced

10
29 1.  I had my son examined by a doctor twice this week,  

but he still doesn’t feel well.
 2.  I’m getting / having two teeth taken out tomorrow. I hope  

it doesn’t hurt!
 3.  They had the operation done in Germany last year. It was 

very successful.
 4.  She gets / has her blood pressure taken every week. If it is 

too high, she takes medicine.
 5.  The doctor is having some appointments rescheduled.  

His secretary is calling the patients now.

0   1.  is often seen 5.  had been prepared
 2.  was caused 6.  had … pulled out
 3.  didn’t help 7.  was being extracted
 4.  had invented 8.  will be considered

L iv ing            English

 1.  easier said than done  3.  we’ve got it covered
 2.  given the choice 4.  it can’t be helped

page 60

VOCABULARY  Fitness

1 1. can   5. can
 2. can’t   6. can’t
 3. can’t 7. can
 4. can’t 8. can

2  1.  False. When you’re exhausted, you haven’t got much energy.
 2.  False. Someone who is out of shape will probably find 

exercise rather difficult.
 3.  True
 4.  False. It’s best to avoid foods with a lot of sugar.
 5.  True
 6.  True
 7.  True
 8.  False. If you lack endurance, you’ll do pretty badly in a 

marathon.

Collocations
1.  b     2.  e     3.  d     4.  a     5.  c

3 1.  go on a diet 4.  goes for a walk
 2.  catch a cold 5.  set a goal
 3.  gets out of breath

LISTENING

4  Possible Answer
  This man gained a lot of weight – maybe because he ate too 

much junk food and stopped exercising. But then he must have 
decided to go on a diet, and he’s lost around 40 kilos.

5 1.  He’s 33-years-old. He’s from Australia.
 2.  He works as a fitness trainer and fashion model.
 3.  He decided to get really fat.
 4.  He wanted to find out what it was like to be overweight.

6 1, 3, 4, 5, 8

107
2

08
2

09
2
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page 63

CONNECTORS OF CAUSE AND RESULT

3   Connectors of cause 
It was introduced to the West in the late 19th century as a 
result of growing interest in Eastern culture. 
Cause: growing interest in Eastern culture 
Result: It was introduced to the West

  It’s well known that yoga is great for stretching and flexibility, 
but many people aren’t aware that it also strengthens the 
muscles, since many of the poses are quite strenuous. 
Cause: many of the poses are quite strenuous 
Result: it also strenghtens the muscles.

 Connectors of result 
  Yoga’s approach is gentle and gradual. Therefore, it’s suitable 

for almost anyone, no matter what age or fitness level. 
Cause: Yoga’s approach is gentle and gradual. 
Result: it’s suitable for almost anyone

  Classes can be found almost anywhere, so there’s no reason 
not to join one today! 
Cause: Classes can be found almost anywhere 
Result: there’s no reason not to join one today

4  1.  a     2.  b     3.  a     4.  a     5.  b

5  Possible Answers
 1.  Therefore / As a result  
 2.  because of / due to
 3.  Since / As / Because
 4. so
 5. because of / as a result of
 6. For this reason / Consequently

page 64

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1  1.  C     2.  A     3.  C     4.  D     5.  B     6.  A     7.  D     8.  B

2  1.  up  5.  is
 2.  get 6.  are
 3.  out 7.  to
 4.  be  8.  have
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Unit 6
Hit the Books!

page 65

1  1.  This expression literally means to hit (i.e. smack) books. 
However, it really means to study hard.

 2.  In Spanish, we have the following sayings connected to 
education: Hincar los codos, Empollar (both expressions 
mean hit the books) and Cada maestrillo tiene su librillo 
(everyone does things in his or her own particular way).

2 Possible Answers
  I agree with John Dewey’s quote because life is the best 

education. The lessons that we learn in life help us grow.  
You can’t learn these lessons in a classroom.

  I don’t agree with Robert Gunderson’s quote. Plenty of people 
that graduate from university are responsible, well-informed 
individuals with life experience. Some of them have had to 
work hard to pay for university – I think they are definitely 
educated about life!

  I agree with the third quote because “I will” is a 100 times 
more important than IQ. I believe that as long as I believe in 
myself and work hard, then I can and will achieve my goals. 
I’m the type of person who will stay up all night to finish a 
project until it’s perfect. I’m responsible and self-motivated,  
so I know I’ll succeed.

3  1.  c      2.  f      3.  d      4.  b      5.  e      6.  a

4  Conversation 1.  Notice #2 Conversation 4.  Notice #5
 Conversation 2.  Notice #6 Conversation 5.  Notice #4
 Conversation 3.  Notice #1 Conversation 6.  Notice #3

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers  
 You often see notices from people selling second-hand books, 
second-hand bicycles and scooters and also notices about 
school sports matches as well as after-school activities.

page 66

READING

1  Possible Answers
  Education has always put the emphasis on memorising facts, 

but this is a waste of time because we can find facts, on the 
Internet. We now have smartphones and can rely on them to 
find dates, facts and figures. We needn’t memorise so much 
stuff. Instead, schools should teach us critical and independent 
thinking.

2   MAKING INFERENCES
 2

3  1.  The information about the cattywampus couldn’t be correct 
because Mr. Whitson said that he had invented all the 
information about the cattywampus. (lines 11-12)

 2  Since no trace of the animal remained, Mr. Whitson 
couldn’t have had a cattywampus skull. (lines 18-20)

 3.  The students weren’t suspicious despite the ridiculous 
name that Mr. Whitson had given the animal. (lines 22-23)

 4.  Mr. Whitson wanted the students to show why his 
Volkswagen was not a living creature. (lines 33-35)

 5.  Having the courage to tell people they are wrong is just  
as important as making great scientific discoveries.  
(lines 44-47)

12
2

13
2

4  1. False  3. True
 2. True  4. False 

page 67

5 1. d     2.  b

6  1.  exactly (line 8) 4. put together (line 34)
 2. outraged (line 15) 5. propose (line 43)
 3. infallible (line 28) 6. appalled (line 50)

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers  
  I don’t think he should have failed them because they simply 
gave him the answers he had told them to give. 
But I think it was wrong to trick students.

page 68

VOCABULARY
1 WORDS FROM THE TEXT 

 1.  a      2.  b      3.  b      4.  a      5.  b

2  1.  e      2.  a      3.  d      4.  b      5.  c

3  Possible Answers
 1. It’s ridiculous to wear high heels for school.
 2. An animal needs fur to keep warm in cold weather.
 3.  You expect your friends to support you when you’ve got 

problems.
 4. You might hear a lecture at college or university.
 5. Teachers usually record their students’ marks.
 6.  A traditional day for tricking people is 28th December,  

Holy Innocents’ Day, (or 1st April, April Fools’ Day).

used to / would / be used to / get used to

4  1. used to 4. used to
 2 were used to 5. didn’t use to
 3. would 6. got used to

5 Possible Answers
 1. Before there were cars, people used to have horses.
 2.  Bianca has never been to London. She isn’t used to driving 

on the left.
 3.  We moved to another city last month. Now I’m getting 

used to living in a different place.
 4.  My grandfather grew up on a farm. Every morning, he 

would milk the cows before breakfast.
 5.  My new job starts at 7.00 am. I’ll have to get used to 

getting up at 6.00.
 6.  We had to help my mum when she got an iPhone.  

She wasn’t used to a smartphone.

6 WORDS IN USE

  1. ridiculous 5. expected
 2. figure out 6. discovery
 3. used to 7. courage
 4. make up

page 69

LISTENING

1  Possible Answer
  After school, I usually watch TV and play computer games. I 

play computer games for an hour before going to bed. I never 
socialise with friends on schooldays, but we always hang out 
on Friday evenings. As for sport, I just don’t have time for that.

14
2
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3  The headteacher asked Molly to teach Jack Roberts’ class at 
9.15 the next / following day, but at that time Molly would be 
going to her Pilates class with Shelley.

  Rena asked Molly to meet for coffee on Thursday evening 
around 8, but the school secretary told her there was a 
meeting at 8.00 pm on Thursday.

  Accept all logical and gramatically correct answers for the 
e-mail replies.

page 71

4  1. to tell 5. did
 2. was / is 6. could
 3. had spent 7. had
 4. would be living 8. studied

5 1.  d      2.  c      3.  b      4.  a

 1.  I asked them where students and teachers slept. They 
answered that they stayed in hostels and tents and that 
the most important thing was to be near a river.

 2.  I wanted to know how good I had to be at kayaking to 
apply and they said that I didn’t have to be a great athlete, 
but I should know the basics.

 3.  I also asked if I could get help with the cost and they told 
me that they had always accepted some students who 
hadn’t been able to pay the full price.

 4.  I finally enquired how long the school had existed and they 
explained that the first class had started in 2001.

6  Possible Answers
 1.  Our headteacher announced that we would have free 

wi-fi access the following week.
 2. My grandfather’s doctor ordered him to give up smoking.
 3.  The new student wondered if / whether he would be 

accepted by the other students.
 4.  The prisoner admitted that he had stolen the money.
 5.  My sister’s flatmate suggested sharing / that they share 

their living expenses.
 6.  The lifeguard warned the swimmers to stay away from 

the rocks.

7  1.  My mother wanted to know whether I had passed the 
exam the day before / the previous day.

 2. The teacher warned us not to talk then.
 3.  I asked my coach if I had improved since the previous  

year / the year before.
 4. My classmates suggested that we sit there for lunch.
 5.  John’s teacher said that she / he might leave early the 

following day / the next day.
 6. Laura asked if Peter had extra English lessons.
 7. The headteacher asked me to switch off my phone.

8   Last week, our class attended a lecture by Dr J. Bates. At the 
lecture, he asked whether teachers would be replaced by 
computers one day. He said that computer tutorials would 
probably never be able to replace human teachers, but they 
were becoming more “human” all the time. He explained that 
just like a real person, AutoTutor could sense students’ 
emotions through their facial expressions and body language 
and respond in a suitable way. Dr Bates also told us that 
AutoTutor’s “teacher” avatar might give additional support to a 
student who was frustrated, or teach faster if a student felt 
bored. He explained that the previous year they had tested 
AutoTutor on more than 1,000 students and their maths marks 
had improved by several points after using it. Finally, he said 
that that showed the important role that emotions played in 
the learning process.

17
2

2 1.  b      2.  c      3.  b      4.  c      5.  a

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 Homework is terrible! It should be prohibited. I get hours of 
homework every night. It puts a lot of stress on me and my 
friends. We stay up late completing it and then we can’t focus 
in class because we’re so tired.
I don’t think homework should be banned. I think it helps us 
study for our quizzes and tests. It will eventually help improve 
our marks.

LISTEN CLOSELY

  1.  a      2.  b      3.  b

page 70

GRAMMAR

Reported Speech
 Statements and Questions
  In reported statements and questions, we move the verb back 

in time when the reporting verb is in the past.
 Orders, Requests and Suggestions
  In reported orders and requests we use the infinitive.
  In reported suggestions we use a gerund or that + subject + 

base form of the verb.

1  1.  The teacher announced that she had finished correcting 
the exams.

 2.  The students complained that their teachers gave them 
too much homework.

 3. My friend suggested that we do the project together.
 4.  Our headteacher warned us not to be late the following 

day.
 5.  The girl admitted that she had cheated in the test the 

day before.
 6.  The Prime Minister declared that he would improve the 

level of education in their country.
 7.  Mrs Morris enquired when she could meet her son’s 

teacher.
 8. I asked Sara to lend me her laptop for my project.

2  1.  Jake’s father asked how much money he should send 
with Jake for the class trip the following week.

 2.  Rena suggested meeting / that they meet for coffee on 
Thursday evening around 8.

 3.  The headteacher told Molly that Jack Roberts was ill.  
He said that they needed her to teach his class the 
following / next day at 9.15 am. He asked her to call him 
at home that evening.

 4.  Beth said that the meeting would be at 8.00 pm that 
Thursday. She added that she needed to bring a laptop.

 5.  Keith wanted to know what homework they had for the 
next / following day. He explained that he couldn’t find 
his school diary.

 6.  Shelley asked if / whether she could pick her up for their 
Pilates class the following / next morning. She said that 
she would be waiting at 9.00.

15
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2 Possible Answers
 No More Homework. Do schoolwork at school!
  Advantage: We would have more time to socialise if there were 

no homework at all.
  Disadvantage: One advantage of daily homework is that it is 

really helpful to go over what we’ve learned at school. 
  Optional Attendance. Attend only the lessons you like!
  Advantage: Education depends on the interests of the students, 

not on the number of lessons we attend.
  Disadvantage: Going to class must be a requirement because it 

helps us understand the new information more efficiently. It’s 
also healthy to socialise with other students.

 Test or Projects. Let students decide!
  Advantage: That would be great for students because we could 

choose projects, which are a good alternative to exams. 
  Disadvantage: This could contribute to plagiarism as some 

students download pre-written essays and projects from the 
Internet.

  No More Compulsory Subjects. Students choose their own 
curriculum.

  Advantage: Students work harder when they like the subject 
that they’re studying. Students will be more motivated and 
school will be more fun. 

  Disadvantage: Students might only choose the “easy” path and 
wouldn’t choose any subjects that would help later in real life. 
For example, a student might choose only physical education, 
music, drawing and other arts without taking maths, physics, 
chemistry, biology or foreign languages. 

  Longer Days, Shorter Week. Add 2 hours to every school  
day – and get a 3-day weekend!

  Advantage: A shorter week will increase classroom participation 
and students will have lower rates of absenteeism and even 
better academic performance.

  Disadvantage: The school day would have to be longer, but 
younger students won’t be able to sit in class for such a long 
time. Besides, with longer school days, there would be less time 
for after-school activities such as sport.

LIVING CULTURE

 3

page 74

WRITING  A BIOGRAPHY

1  Because her courage and achievements broke stereotypes and 
inspired a generation of young people who realised there was no 
limit to what they could do.

2 1.  body   4. opening
 2. closing 5. body
 3. body 6. body

REFERENCING

3  her: Sally Ride
 its: NASA
  this: that girls were often discouraged from studying science 

and technology
 these: science and technology

L iv ing            English

 1. d      2.  e      3.  a      4.  c      5.  b

page 72

VOCABULARY  Education

1 1. read 5. private
 2. forbidden 6. interesting
 3. before 7. teacher
 4. before a test 8. disrupt

2 Possible Answers
 1. drama club 5. my cousin’s wedding
 2. maths 6. become an engineer
 3. community service 7. philosophy
 4. graphic design 8. by giving free iPads to students

British / US English

 1.  c       2.  f       3.  a       4.  e       5.  g       6.  d       7.  b

LISTENING

4  He enrolled in primary school at the age of 84 and became the 
oldest first grader in the world.

5 1. True
 2.  False. When Kenya became independent, school fees were 

still too high for millions of Kenyans.
 3. True
 4.  False. Government officials were angry that a place at 

school was being wasted on an old man.
 5. True
 6. True
 7.  False. He was invited to New York, where he spoke at the 

United Nations about promoting education in Africa.
 8. False. The film’s director spent weeks with Maruge.

6 1. 1920 5. New York / United Nations
 2. 1964 6. 89
 3. 2002 7. 2010
 4. officials and parents

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
 I think it should be possible for illiterate people to get an 
education, but not at an ordinary school with six-year-old 
children. The headteacher was wrong because Maruge 
probably took up a place that could have been given to a child.

page 73

SPEAKING TASK  Reaching a Decision

1  1. That’s a great idea!
 2. I’m not sure that would work.
 3. The problem with that is 
 4. that would work well because 
 5. Do you think that’s a good idea?
 6. Let’s face it
 7. All right then, let’s 
 8. OK. So we’ve decided

18
2

19
2
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page 75

4 1.  “That sounds like a silly excuse. He probably forgot to do 
it.”

 2.  “I’ve called my parents. They can take us home in their 
car.”

 3. “They used to be hers, but she gave them to me.”
 4. “I think these are great. They’ll fit him perfectly,”
 5.  “Sorry, but it’s not yours – it’s mine. I left it on your desk 

this morning.”

5  1. I love skiing. It’s so much fun.
 2.  Why are you going out so late? I don’t think it’s a good 

idea.
 3. I’d like to leave a note for Mr Grey. Which postbox is his?
 4.  I left my schoolbooks at my friend’s house. I’ll have to go 

back and get them.
 5. What about Linda? Have you told her the news?

6 1. it  5. it / this
 2. her 6. its
 3. She 7. him
 4. them 8. they

page 76

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1 1.  She agreed to cut down on the amount of homework.
 2.  Cheating must be wiped out in our school.
 3.  The student managed to figure out / figured out a 

solution to the equation.
 4. I’m dropping out of school.
 5.  My mother used to make up stories when we were 

young.
 6. The problem is being dealt with now.

2 1. hopeless 5. compulsory
 2. dishonest 6. suspicious
 3. infamous 7. hazardous
 4. risky 8. motivated
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Unit 7
You Can’t Teach an Old Dog New Tricks

page 77 

1 1.  This idiom refers to people, not dogs. It means that it is 
difficult to make someone change the way they do 
something when they’ve been doing it the same way for a 
long time.

 2.  In Spanish we say A perro viejo, no hay quien le enseñe 
trucos nuevos.

2 Cartoon 1

3  a.  Cartoon 2      b.  Cartoon 1      c.  Cartoon 3

4  Cartoon 1:  The father doesn’t agree with the boy’s 
suggestion. 

 Cartoon 2: The boy doesn’t agree to speak to his mother.
 Cartoon 3:  The men don’t agree that they need GPS to find 

their location.

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
I think it’s a negative, old-fashioned view of technology.  
In the past, people used to think that computers would stop 
people from thinking, but I don’t agree.

page 78

READING

1  Possible Answer
  I spend plenty of time gaming – maybe two or three hours 

every day because games are fun and it’s also fun to play 
with your friends. I like Call of Duty – it’s exciting and it’s a 
way to forget your problems for a while.

2 GUESSING MEANING FROM CONTEXT 
 gaming: the activity of playing video games
  hooked up: connected to
 upsetting: making someone feel worried, unhappy or angry
  set up: establish a new organisation, company, institution or 

system

3  1.  d     2.  c     3.  b     4.  a     

4  1.  We know that gaming is the Korean national pastime 
because half the population like gaming in Internet cafés. 
Plus, live games are broadcast 24 hours a day on three TV 
channels and gaming champions are considered national 
heroes.

 2.  The writer compares the live match to the football matches 
in the UK because the crowd at the live match behaved 
similarly to British football fans.

 3.  The writer feels that South Koreans are addicted to gaming 
because the school system is so difficult that students are 
really stressed and want to get away from all the pressure.

 4.  Some new laws are being passed by the government so 
that under-18s, won’t be allowed free access to Internet 
games. In addition, rehabilitation centres have been 
opened for game addicts all over South Korea.

21
2

22
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page 79

5  1.  In 2000, the first professional gaming team was formed in 
South Korea. (line 23)

 2.  Gaming addicts are people who spend all their time 
gaming and even stop going to school or work.  
(lines 28-30)

 3.  Young Koreans feel the need to escape from their tough 
world, where they have to work very hard to achieve 
academic success. (lines 32-35)

 4.  According to the new laws, access for people under 18  
to games will be restricted. (lines 38-39)

 5.  The possibility of becoming a superstar motivates kids to 
carry on gaming. (lines 41-44)

6  1.  handsome (line 5) 4.  incredible (line 33)
 2.  broadcast (line 14) 5.  easing up on (line 41)
 3.  formed (line 23) 6.  pastime (line 44)

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
Some people say addiction to computer games is worse than 
drug addiction, but I don’t agree. I love gaming and a limited 
time of video gaming … maybe an hour a day … can’t be that 
bad.
One reason why boys are more attracted to video games than 
girls is because many games involve stuff that is usually 
considered “masculine”, like warfare and racing. These games 
are filled with masculine stereotypes that emphasise power, 
strength, competition, action and sometimes violence.

page 80

VOCABULARY
1 WORDS FROM THE TEXT

 1.  not closed 6.  her house
 2.  a lot of 7.  no
 3. not surprised 8.  agreed
 4. fantastic 9.  twice
 5.  on TV

2  1.  worship 4. source
 2.  carry on 5.  tough
 3.  weird 6.  restricted

Noun Suffixes

3 1.  decision 5.  championship
 2.  violence 6.  achievement
 3.  examination 7.  awareness
 4.  ability 8.  attendance

4  1.  examination 5.  ability
 2.  championship 6.  decision
 3.  violence 7.  achievement
 4.  Attendance 8.  awareness

5 WORDS IN USE

 1.  round the clock 5.  violence
 2.  abilities 6.  relationships
 3.  restricted 7.  demanding
 4.  no wonder 8.  take over

23
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HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
I agree that Facebook can make people feel jealous. It’s a 
result of seeing friends and family sitting on the beach or 
having fun with friends at a party while you’re on your own.

The Advantages of Facebook:
t�'BDFCPPL�JT�GSFF�
t��"MMPXT�ZPV�UP�DPNNVOJDBUF�XJUI�BOE�DPOOFDU�UP�QFPQMF�

anywhere in the world. 
t��8F�DBO�TIBSF�PVS�GFFMJOHT�BOE�XIBU�T�IBQQFOJOH�JO�PVS�MJWFT
t��(FU�GFFECBDL�GSPN�PVS�GSJFOET�
t��)FMQT�ZPV�PSHBOJTF�BOE�QBSUJDJQBUF�JO�FWFOUT�

The Disadvantages of Facebook:
t��*U�T�BEEJDUJWF�
t��*U�XBTUFT�B�MPU�PG�UJNF�
t��'BLF�QSPGJMFT�BSF�B�IVHF�QSPCMFN��'BLF�QSPGJMFT�BSF�VTFE�UP�

insult or harass people. 
t��3JTL�PG�JEFOUJUZ�UIFGU�BOE�GSBVE�
t�1FSTPOBM�JOGPSNBUJPO�DPVME�CF�VTFE�GPS�JMMFHBM�BDUJWJUJFT�

Web Quest

 1.  Facebook was founded in February 2004 by Mark 
Zuckerberg and four other fellow students at Harvard 
University. The founders initially limited the website’s 
membership to students of Harvard. 

 2.  Over one billion people.
 3.  USA (around 165 million users)
 4.  175 million people log into Facebook every day.
 5.  Facemash

page 82

GRAMMAR

DEFINING AND NON-DEFINING  
RELATIVE CLAUSES
 1.  who / that explained the source of the problem.
 2.  which / that broadcast live games.
 3.  when they hosted the first World Cyber Games.
 4.  where they can win every once in a while.
 5.  whose lives have been taken over by the games.
 6.  which is the capital of Korea
  Sentence 6 contains a non-defining relative clause. This 

clause modifies the noun Seoul, which is a specific place, so 
the relative clause isn’t necessary to identify the city of Seoul. 

1 1.  Google Doodles are changes that Google makes to its logo 
on special days.

 2.  There is always a festive Doodle on 1st January, the day 
when people celebrate the New Year.

 3.  Some Doodles are designed for people who have 
contributed to science, such as Sir Isaac Newton.

 4.  Vincent Van Gogh, whose colourful paintings are loved all 
over the world, got a Doodle on his birthday.

 5.  Any country where Independence Day is being celebrated 
gets its own Doodle.

 6.  There are Doodles which mark important world events 
such as the Olympics.

 7.  Doodles show days when important things such as 
X-Rays were invented.

 8.  One Doodle which has towels, a beach bag and a snorkel 
marks the first day of summer. 

page 81

LISTENING

1  Possible Answers
 Tuenti, Twitter, Facebook
 What I like about social networking sites:
  They provide you with a home on the web: a small piece of 

the web that you can call your own. You can use it to keep up 
with a blog, to let your friends and family know what you are 
up to, and even to share photos from your recent holiday.

  Social networking sites also provide an easy way to  
keep up with friends and family and help you organise and 
participate in events.

 What I dislike about social networking sites:
  I don’t want to know about when people get up or go to sleep 

or where they’re shopping. I find it boring!
  Your personal information could be used by dubious people for 

illegal activities.
  Many people create fake identities, which they then use to 

bully others on social networking sites.

 2 1.  People are miserable when they see that their Facebook 
friends are very happy.

 2.  Teenagers feel envy when they see photos of parties and 
romantic couples.

 3.  Adults might envy another person’s family or promotion.
 4.  In the Spanish study, people who had looked at Facebook 

recently felt worse than people who hadn’t.
 5.  According to the Spanish study, it’s better to have fewer 

friends.
 6.  According to the German study, Facebook envy affected 

one in three people.
 7.  The German study found that holiday photos caused the 

most envy.
 8.  People also felt jealous when they compared the number of 

birthday greetings they received.
 9.  It’s important to remember that on Facebook, everyone 

tries to look their best.
 10.  On Facebook you don’t see the complete picture of 

people’s lives.

LISTEN CLOSELY

1 1.  in other words 
 2.  don’t get me wrong
 3.  the point is that

2  1.  don’t get me wrong 
 2.  In other words
 3.  the point is that

24
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9  Possible Answers
 1.  Facebook is a social networking site that people use to 

keep in touch with friends and family.
 2.  A gamer is a person who likes playing video games.
 3.  A pen drive is a device which is used for storing 

information.
 4.  Instagram is an app that allows you to share photos and 

videos with other users.
 5.  A geek is a boring person who is always studying.
 6.  Shazam is an app which helps you identify any recorded 

music.

 Possible Answers
 1.  I remember the day when I first saw my boyfriend.
 2.  My parents are people who will always support me 

when I’m in trouble.
 3.  I like the neighbour whose house is painted bright yellow.
 4.  My mobile phone, which has just crashed, is really old.
 5.  My cousin, who hasn’t phoned me since 2010, has 

invited me to his wedding.
 6.  I’d like to visit a place where nobody uses technology.

L iv ing            English

1. B      2.  C      3.  A

page 84

VOCABULARY  Technology

1 1.  b    2.  e    3.  c    4.  f    5.  h    6.  a    7.  g    8.  i    9.  d

2 1.  False. The latest video games have just been invented.
 2.  False.  When you download a file you can harm your 

computer.
 3.  False. Smartphones have to be charged every day.
 4.  True
 5.  True
 6.  True 
 7.  False. A cutting-edge camera uses a memory card.
 8.  True 

Compound Nouns
 1.  touchscreen 5.  webcam
 2.  screensaver 6.  desktop
 3.  voicemail 7.  keyboard
 4.  smartphone 8.  wallpaper

LISTENING

3 Possible Answers
  I find out about new video games or new phone apps on the 

Internet. There are hundreds of websites from which you can 
download video games and apps for free.

4 1.  26th September
 2.  50,000
 3.  4,000
  4.  over 80
  5.  headsets, wireless keyboards, a state-of-the-art  

gaming computer

5 1.  d      2.   c

6 a, d, f, g

10
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2 A: Sentence 3      B:  Sentence 2      C:  Sentence 8

4 1.  which 5.  who
 2.  where 6.  where
 3.  whose 7.  when
 4.  which / that

page 83

5 1. d.  Steve Jobs was an amazing man whose ideas changed 
the world.

 2. f.  Apple Computers is the company which / that was  
founded by Jobs.

 3. g.  Jobs led the development of the iPad and the iPhone,  
which were top innovations in technology.

 4. b.  2007 was the year (when) Apple first introduced the 
iPhone.

 5. c.  On 5th October 2011, when Jobs died, Apple fans 
around the world were devastated.

 6. a.  People who / that admired Jobs gathered together to 
remember him.

 7. e.  Crowds lit candles outside shops where Apple 
products were sold.

6 1.  Mum sent me a text message that I didn’t understand.
 2.  Bill Gates, who is the founder of Microsoft, was a 

university drop-out.
 3.  Mr Jones, whose mobile was stolen, was very upset.
 4.  My GPS, which can’t be trusted, took me to the wrong 

address.
 5.  There are many online sites where people can shop.
 6.  2012 was the year when Amazon introduced a Spanish-

language Kindle reader.

7  1.  People who / that love video games should thank Nolan 
Bushnell.

 2.  Bushnell, whose invention, Pong, made history, was an 
engineer.

 3.  He invented Pong in 1972, when video games were almost 
unknown.

 4.  Pong, whose simple graphics look primitive today, was  
loved by millions.

 5.  Pong was first installed in a San Francisco pub, where it 
became a huge hit.

 6.  In 1974, a new version of Pong was created which / that  
could be played on home TVs.

 7.  Pong, which was the first commercially successful video  
game, marks the beginning of the video game industry.

8 Possible Answers
 1.  Normal Bushnell was the man who invented Pong.
 2.  1972 was the year when Pong was invented.
 3.  San Francisco was the place where Pong was first 

installed.
 4.  The 1974 version could be played by anyone who had  

a TV at home.
 5.  Pong was the first video game which was commercially 

successful.

26
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HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answer
The people who attend this kind of exposition must be video 
games fans – people who are really mad about video games. 
I’d like to go to this kind of event – it sounds like fun and you 
can win great prizes.

page 85

SPEAKING TASK  Role Playing

1  Customer  b, c, f, h
 Sales assistant  a, d, e, g, i, j

2 1.  Can I help you?
 2.  What price range are you looking at?
 3.  It’s our most popular model.
 4.  Do you have anything cheaper?
 5.  Is there a cash discount?
 6.  Alright, I’ll take it.  

LIVING CULTURE
 1. d      2.  c     3.  e      4.  a      5.  b

page 86

WRITING  A FORMAL LETTER OR E-MAIL

1   The writer is complaining about a faulty video game console 
that she bought.

  She asks the manager for a full refund and suggests that they 
also inspect the other consoles in their shop.

2  1.  12 High Street, Manchester M16 9JA
 2.  30th April 2014
 3.  Yours faithfully,
 4.  35 Clacton Road, Manchester
 5.  Dear Sir or Madam

3 1.  body 4.  body 
 2.  opening 5.  closing
 3.  closing 6.  body

4  2, 4, 6, 8  

5 1.  Unfortunately, this game console is faulty.
 2.  I would appreciate a full refund.
 3.  I suggest that you inspect the other consoles in your shop.
 4.  I look forward to your prompt reply.

page 87

CONNECTORS OF PURPOSE

6   in order to complain (Opening)  
= connector of purpose + base form of verb. 

  so that customers won’t have (Closing)  
= connector of purpose + noun + future

7  1.  to  4.  in order not to
 2.  so as not to 5.  so that
 3.  so that 6.  in order to

8 1.  to / in order to / so as to
 2.  in order not to / so as not to
 3.  so that / so
 4.  in order not to / so as not to
 5.  so that / so
 6.  to / in order to / so as to

9 Possible Answers
 1.  I posted my photo on Facebook so that my friends could 

see me.
 2.  I bought a laptop in order to take some work home.
 3.  You shouldn’t spend too much time gaming so as not to 

harm your eyesight.
 4.  Turn off your phone in order not to disturb the people in 

the meeting.
 5.  Call me in the morning in order to remind me about the 

party.
 6.  I’ll download the film so that we can see it tonight.

page 88

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1 1.  gone 5.  fed
 2.  whose 6.  which
 3.  order 7.  used
 4.  on 8.  No

2  1. C     2.  D     3.  C     4.  B     5.  D     6.  A     7.  B     8.  A    
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Unit 8
Don’t Rock the Boat

page 89

1 1.  If you rock the boat, you do or say something that will 
upset people or cause problems. So, don’t rock the boat 
means do not cause problems or trouble.

 2.  Troublemakers, or people that like to create controversy.

2 1.  You won’t think or worry about something until it actually 
happens.

 2.  Be in the same (often) situation as someone else.
 3.  Be easy and without problems.

4  1.  d     2.   b      3.  b      4.  a      5.  b      6.  d     7.  c      8.  c

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answers
If I could spend a year travelling, I’d love to travel to Australia. 
It must be an amazing country. I’d like to meet some 
Aborigines, whose culture I find fascinating, and I’d  
like to visit Uluru.
If I could take a gap year, I’d like to go to New Zealand, which 
is an incredible country with beautiful scenery. They’ve got 
geysers, hot springs, waterfalls and mountains. Plus, I’ve 
always wanted to see kiwi birds. Did you know they can’t fly?

page 90

READING

1  Possible Answers
  A treasure hunt is a game in which you have to find 

something that has been hidden. You find the “treasure” by 
following clues.

  People love the idea of treasure-hunting because they’re 
always hoping to find something special. 

2 READING STRATEGY REVIEW

  Possible Answers
  It must be a treasure-hunt that uses hi-tech gadgets.

3  1.  Paragraph II 4.  Paragraph III
 2.  Paragraph IV 5.  Paragraph V
 3.  Paragraph I

4   whitewater (line 11): water in a river that flows fast and 
strongly over rocks

 wits (line 31): intelligence and the ability to think quickly
  seeking (line 42): trying to find or get something, especially 

something that is not a physical object
  keying in (line 47): putting information into a computer using 

a keyboard

5 3

6 1.  False 4.  True
 2.  True 5.  False
 3.  False  6.  False

7 1. d     2.  c     3.  a

31
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8  1.  The geocaching.com site contains a list of caches and 
their geographical coordinates. (lines 3-4)

 2.  You can geocache in your area or in parks, forests and 
deserts around the world. (lines 8-9)

 3.  It isn’t always as easy as it sounds to locate a cache.  
(lines 24-27).

 4.  You have to use your eyes and wits in addition to a GPS 
device. (lines 28-32)

 5.  To achieve the goal of finding the cache, families have to 
learn to cooperate. (lines 39-41)

9 1.  Most caches are made of metal or waterproof plastic.
 2.  If you take a souvenir, you are expected to replace it with 

another one of equal or greater value.
 3.  Geocaching is much more motivating than hiking because you 

have to accomplish an exciting mission: finding the cache.
 4.  Geocaching combines technology with nature and 

exploration because you have to use hi-tech devices such  
as a GPS or a smartphone app outdoors – often in parks, 
forests or other nature spots.

 5.  If you want to try geocaching, you should go online and key in 
the name of your town so as to find geocaches in your area.

  1.  bold (introduction) 4.  cleverly (line 27)
 2.  immensely (line 7) 5.  hidden (line 38)
 3.  greater (line 21) 6.  seasoned (line 42)

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answer
Yes, geocaching sounds fun. It’s probably much more enjoyable 
than just walking – it’s like turning trekking into a video game.  
I like this combination of technology and adventure.

page 92

Vocabulary
1 WORDS FROM THE TEXT

  1.  boots, camera
 2.  the Pyrenees, the Golden Gate Bridge, the Eiffel Tower
 3.  bungee jumping, camping
 4.  the Pyrenees, the rainforest
 5.  cheque, contract
 6.  diamond, a Porsche

2 Possible Answers
 1.  I paid nearly £200 for the plane tickets. They cost £198.
 2.  This meal was quite satisfying. I’m full.
 3.  My aunt lives nearby. It’s a five-minute drive to her house.
 4.  I trade clothes with Sue. We’re the same size.
 5.  You can help yourself to the cake. I made it when I heard 

you were coming.
 6.  I’ll answer no matter what time it is. You can call me any time.

3 Possible Answers
 1.  On an ordinary day, I usually spend all afternoon glued  

to the TV.
 2.  One of the most popular sights in our area is the New 

Bridge, in Ronda, which crosses the gorge over the 
Guadalevin River.

 3.  Something bad that’s happening worldwide is that 
globalisation is imposing a standardised culture.

 4.  A car of very high quality is a Bentley.

10
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2  Possible Answers
 1.  He can’t leave the country.
 2.  You don’t have to book in advance.
 3.  We might find a great bargain.
 4.  They must have returned from their holidays in Lanzarote.
 5.  We could have taken a taxi.
 6.  I should have taken a book or a magazine.
 7.  We won’t be able to go trekking.
 8.  He ought to learn Italian, otherwise he won’t understand much.

3  Possible Answers
 1.  I would go on a long holiday if I had more money.
 2.  We’ll post all our photos when we get back home.
 3.  If Jason hadn’t taken the early train, he wouldn’t have 

arrived in time for the meeting.
 4.  You’ll get lost unless you use a GPS device.
 5.  We wouldn’t have enjoyed our stay if we had stayed far 

from the centre.
 6.  Passengers have to stand on the bus if it is full.

4 1.  Many excellent travel guides are written by Lonely Planet.
 2.  Breakfast wasn’t provided by the hotel.
 3.  Half-price train tickets were being sold yesterday.
 4.  We will be shown all the important sights by the guide. /  

All the important sights will be shown to us by the guide. 
(less common)

 5.  Hand-made souvenirs cannot be found in this market.
 6.  Have our bags been taken to our room?
 7.  Is a new theme park being built outside the town?
 8.  The guide had already been paid by most of us.

5 1.  was invented 6.  cannot be reached
 2.  were looking  7.  have developed
 3.  move 8.  can use
 4.  are spent 9.  will soon be made
 5.  haven’t yet 10.  will be able to try
  been damaged

page 95

6  1.  Jessica and Brad told us that they had seen the new 
observation tower the day before.

 2.  The tourist wanted to know if the bus left from there.
 3.  The locals warned me not to walk around that area at night.
 4.  My friend promised to meet me at the train station the 

following day / the next day. / My friend promised that  
he / she would meet me at the train station the following 
day / the next day. 

 5.  My mother wondered where we were going to stay  
that night.

 6.  Harry suggested going to the museum. / Harry suggested 
that we go to the museum.

7 1.  That is the travel agent who booked our holiday.
 2.  We’re planning to stay at the Hilton, where our friends stayed 

last year.
 3.  This is Enrico, whose wife will be our guide.
 4.  The day when we went hiking was sunny and warm.
 5.  Southern Argentina, which is close to Antarctica, gets very 

cold in the winter. / Southern Argentina, which gets very cold 
in winter, is close to Antarctica.

 6.  I’d prefer a family room which has got a TV.

Prefixes

4  independent, impossible, unlock, illegal, irrelevant, dislike, 
unnecessary, insecure

5  1.  unnecessary 5.  insecure
 2.  independent 6.  impossible
 3.  dislike 7.  irrelevant
 4.  illegal 8.  unlock

6  1.  d      2.  e      3.  b     4.  a      5.  c

7 1.  rebuild 4.  misunderstand
 2.  international 5.  co-authors
 3.  overspend

8 WORDS IN USE

 1.  overseas 6.  independent
 2.  sights 7. dislike
 3.  nearly 8.  worldwide
 4.  ordinary  9.  nearby
 5.  rebuilt 

page 93

LISTENING

1  Possible Answers
  I’ve been to Jaume I Tower in the port of Barcelona, which is 

a steel support pillar of the aerial tramway that has an 
observation deck. 

  I’ve been to the observation tower in the Science Museum in 
Granada, which is 50 metres high. We enjoyed some good 
views of the city and the mountains. 

2  Speaker 1: g Speaker 4: b
 Speaker 2: e Speaker 5: d
 Speaker 3: a

HAVE YOUR SAY
Possible Answer
 I’d like to visit the Orbit Tower in London because it sounds 
like great fun.

LISTEN CLOSELY

 1. a. where b. wear 3. a. whole  b. hole
 2. a. sea b. see  4. a. wood b. would

page 94

GRAMMAR

REVIEW

1 1.  is following 7.  was skiing
 2.  does … work 8.  had planned
 3.  communicates 9.  has really made
 4.  had seen 10.  Will … keep
 5.  have never heard 11.  will be using
 6.  did … get 12.  will have found

33
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Phrasal Verbs

3 1.  d     2.  a     3.  a     4.  c     5.  d     6.  d     7.  b     8.  d

LISTENING

4   Possible Answers
  If I could take a long journey, I would enjoy visiting exotic 

places such as India, Nepal and China. They must be awesome. 
I might find it a little frightening if I got lost in a strange city.

5 1.  He visited every single country in the world.
 2.  He did not fly or drive a car.
 3.  He spent only $100 a week.
 4.  He often slept on people’s couches.
 5.  In four years, he travelled 160,000 miles.

6  1.  a      2.  b      3.  b      4.  c

7  1. False 4. True
 2. False   5. True
 3. True 6. False

HAVE YOUR SAY

Possible Answer
 passport, smartphone, toiletries, iPod with charger and 
headphones, electrical converter, tiny first-aid kit, sunglasses, 
sunscreen, inflatable neck rest, money bag

page 97

SPEAKING TASK  Talking About a Trip

1 Dialogue 1
 1.  Did you have a good time?
 2.  you’ll never believe what happened
 3.  So what did you do?
 4.  We ended up
 Dialogue 2
 5.  have you been away?
 6.  How long did you spend 
 7.  It must have been
 Dialogue 3
 8.  How was your trip
 9.  What was the accommodation like?
 10.  How did you get around?
 11.  Did you meet any interesting people?

2  Possible Answers
 Who did you go with?
 Where did you stay? 
 What clothing did you pack?
 What was the weather like?
 Did you buy any souvenirs?
 Did you take any long flights?

LIVING CULTURE
 Russia, the Congo, India and China

37
2
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8  In sentence 4, the relative pronoun when can be omitted  
because it is a defining relative clause and the relative pronoun 
when is not the subject of the relative clause.

9  1.  have just been 5.  had chosen
 2.  signed up 6. were being driven
 3.  were introduced 7.  will have posted
 4.  must have read 8.  will love

 1.  Sally missed her flight. She should have got up earlier.
 2.  If I hadn’t been ill, I would have come on the hike.
 3.  Don’t try to phone me. I won’t be answering calls during  

my trip.
 4.  Where did you buy those beautiful boots?
 5.  We will be late unless we hurry.
 6.  Rembrandt is an artist whose paintings are in many museums.
 7.  We weren’t told about the free tour.
 8.  My friends asked me if I had enjoyed my holiday.
 9.  We’re having our meal brought to our room.
 10.  They haven’t decided where to go yet.

   Possible Answers
 1.  If I had time, I would do more exercise.
 2.  Yesterday, someone asked me if I could lend him some 

money.
 3.  I like visiting places where I can take good photos.
 4.  In my opinion, our school should have fewer rules.
 5.  I’ve never been to India, which must be a fascinating 

country.
 6.  By the end of the school year, my English will have  

improved a lot.

 1.  The Louvre should be visited by every tourist in Paris.
 2.  Touring Scotland isn’t recommended in the winter, when it  

is very cold.
 3.  We bought a cup of coffee after we had walked around for 

hours.
 4.  If I weren’t afraid of heights, I would go up in the cable car.
 5.  My friend asked whether my parents usually hired a car  

when they went on holiday. / My friend asked whether my 
parents usually hire a car when they go on holiday.

 6.  They might have missed the train.
 7.  David hasn’t gone on holiday for three years.
 8.  Rose said that she would buy the tickets online the next / 

following day.

page 96

VOCABULARY  Travel

1  1.  False. A youth hostel is much cheaper than a hotel.
 2.  True
 3.  False. You check out when you leave a hotel.
 4.  True
 5.  False. There are often tens of passengers on a bus.
 6.  True
 7.  True
 8.  False. A long weekend is about three or four days.

2 1.  city, country 5.  a toothbrush, pyjamas
 2.  week, month 6.  transport, hotels
 3.  on a lake, at the seaside 7.  a hotel, an airport
 4.  suitcase, backpack 8.  credit card, driving licence

36
2

10

11

12
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page 99

WRITING SKILLS REVIEW

6  1.  I found some great souvenirs at the market.
 2.  I see you bought some great presents. Where did you get 

them?
 3.  The woman was very upset when her flight was delayed. 

She cried for an hour.
 4.  They stayed at youth hostels as / because they didn’t 

have much money.
 5.  The plane landed at 8 o’clock. Then, we went to get our 

luggage.
 6.  We bought tickets on the Internet so that we wouldn’t 

have to wait in the queue. / We bought tickets on the 
Internet in order not to have to wait in the queue.

 7.  Although Amy enjoyed her stay at the resort, she has 
decided not to go back. / Despite the fact that Amy 
enjoyed her stay at the resort, she has decided not to go 
back. Despite enjoying her stay at the resort, Amy has 
decided not to go back.

 8.  In recent years, there has been an increase in the number 
of elderly tourists.

7 1.  Although / Even though
 2.  to / in order to / so as to
 3.  eventually
 4.  Therefore, / As a result, / Consequently 
 5.  because of / due to
 6.  Moreover / Besides / In addition / What’s more / 

Furthermore

8  1.  In Rome, we found a fabulous restaurant as well as a 
superb hotel.

 2.  Tim broke his leg during his visit to Greece.
 3.  Despite the beautiful scenery, / Despite the scenery being 

beautiful, the children were bored.
 4.  The plane fare is expensive. Therefore, we’re going to 

travel by coach.
 5.  We usually go to the same resort on the coast.
 6.  Let’s book a table so as not to have to wait outside.

page 100

LANGUAGE CONSOLIDATION

1 1.  unusual
 2.  Nearly
 3.  hopeless
 4.  advertisements / adverts
 5.  unnecessary
 6.  creativity
 7.  dislike
 8.  marvellous

2  1.  Let’s buy a book at the airport, where shops are open 
around the clock.

 2.  Our host told us to help ourselves.
 3.  I managed to get around Paris using public transport.
 4.  The tourist explained that she travelled once in a while.
 5.  I wouldn’t have given up if you had stood up for me.
 6.  You can pick me up at 6.45, since I will have checked out 

by then. 

page 98

WRITING  A DESCRIPTION OF A PLACE

1   The writer likes the hoodoos as well as the many activities 
you can do there.

2  1. body 4.  closing
 2.  opening 5.  body
 3.  body 6. body

Tip 
  Present Simple Tense 

is, makes, rise up, provide, are known (Present Simple passive), 
descend, are surrounded (Present Simple passive), include

  Past Simple Tense 
was declared, were formed (Past Simple passive)

3 small, national park
 southwestern United States
 protected area
 unique geological features
 popular tourist attraction
 delicate rock towers
 incredible formations
 mysterious shapes
 brilliant colours
 breathtaking scenery
 spectacular geological structures
 colourful hoodoos
 amazing experience
 fabulous activities
 most impressive national parks
 unforgettable experience

4  1.  spectacular, incredible, breathtaking
 2.  horrific, dreadful, awful
 3.  isolated, remote, far-off
 4.  lively, bustling, popular
 5.  packed, chock-a-block, crowded
 6.  superb, splendid, marvellous
 7.  immense, huge, gigantic
 8.  weird, peculiar, bizarre

5  one-of-a-kind: unique
 very old: ancient
 pretty and old-fashioned: picturesque
 scary: frightening
 boring: dull
 strange: mysterious
 vivid: colourful
 beautiful: gorgeous
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LIVING ENGLISH EXTRA

Culture

Unit 1

page 102

Reading

2 1. Iceland 3. Iceland 5. UK
 2. UK 4. India 6. India

page 103

Listening

 1. False 3. False 5. True
 2. True 4. False

Speaking 
1 1. c      2.  e      3.  b      4.  a      5.  h      6.  g      7.  f      8.  d

Unit 2

page 104 

Reading

2 1. more than 1,000
 2. spring and early summer
 3.  Black or greenish clouds; a sudden drop in temperature;  

a strong wind that suddenly stops
 4.  An underground shelter; a closet (cupboard) with no 

windows; a bathtub covered with a mattress
 5.  Tornado Alley is their home, they’re pretty tough people, 

there is no completely safe place in the world.
3   North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, 

Texas, Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri.

page 105  

Listening

  1. e      2.  d      3.  a      4.  c      5.  b

Speaking 

1  An emergency services operator – sentence numbers:  
1, 2, 4, 6 ,7, 9, 11, 14

 A caller – sentence numbers: 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 13

Unit 3

page 106  

Reading

2 1. be friendly 4. sad
 2. aren’t 5. countryside
 3. celebrations

3 1. Celtic harp 4. Uilleann pipes
 2. bodhran 5. fiddle
 3. tin whistle 6. banjo

02
3

04
3

page 107 

Listening

  1. It’s part of the Highland Games festival.
 2.  A large number of people in the USA have Scottish ancestors.
 3.  The dancers have to jump (from foot to foot) all the time.
 4.  The dancers must not touch the swords with their feet.
 5.  In the past, soldiers did Highland dancing, but today most 

dancers are women.

Speaking  

1 A ticket seller – sentence numbers: 1, 3, 5, 6, 9, 12 
 A customer – sentence numbers: 2, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11

2  Dialogue order: 3, 4, 9, 11, 2, 12, 8, 5, 7, 1, 10, 6

Unit 4

page 108  

Reading

2 1. True 3. True 5. False
 2. False 4. True 6. False

page 109 

Listening

 1. watch a ceremony 3. real 5. real person
 2. chemistry 4. wasn’t

Speaking 

1 Asking for directions – sentence numbers: 1, 2, 5
 Giving directions – sentence numbers: 3, 4, 6, 7, 8

Unit 5

page 110  

Reading

2  The French Paradox means that although the French eat 
high-calorie, fatty foods, they are thinner than Americans who 
generally avoid these foods.

3   You should: (1) eat slowly, (2) stop eating when your plate is 
empty, (4) drink wine with your meals, (5) eat fresh foods,  
(8) walk as much as possible

  You shouldn’t: (3) have a snack between lunch and dinner,  
(6) buy ready-made meals, (7) eat low-fat foods

page 111  

Listening

  1. b      2.  e      3.  c      4.  f      5.  d      6.  a

Speaking   

1 A waiter – sentence numbers: 1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 12
 A customer – sentence numbers: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11

06
3

08
3

10
3
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Unit 8

page 116  

Reading

2 1. False 5. True
 2. True 6. False
 3. False 7. True
 4. False

page 117  

Listening

 1. yard 5. expensive
 2. one penny 6. yard
 3. rich and poor 7. walk around, talk
 4. three 8. didn’t like

Speaking 

1 1. d     2.  a     3.  g     4.  e     5.  b     6.  f     7.  h     8.  c

16
3

2  Sentence Pairs:
 1 and 6 4 and 7  11 and 10
 2 and 8 5 and 9 12 and 3

Unit 6

page 112  

Reading

2 1.  It consists of a long blue coat, trousers to the knees and 
long yellow socks.

 2.  The students voted on whether or not to keep their 
uniform. They voted to keep the traditional uniform.

 3.  The coats are heavy and smell bad when they get wet; the 
socks keep falling down.

 4.  The students are proud of their uniform because it is 
unique and keeps them connected to the school’s long 
history.

 5.  The uniform ensures that all the students look the same, no 
matter how rich or poor their families are.

page 113  

Listening

  1. weren’t 3. terrible  5. are
 2. months 4. spoilt 6. university

Speaking  

1 Giving advice – sentence numbers: 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 
 Asking for advice – sentence numbers: 1, 6, 9, 10

Unit 7

page 114  

Reading

2 1. Finland, Rovio Entertainment
 2. 1.7 billion
 3.  dolls, toys, make-up, nail polish, T-shirts, sports shoes, 

sweets, soft drinks, chewing gum
 4. 45%
 5. Angry Birds Toons
 6. Finland, China, the UK, Dubai, Malaysia

page 115  

Listening

  1. the hi-tech industry
 2. Google, YouTube, Apple, Facebook, HP and Yahoo
 3.  the smartphone, personal computers, social media,  

search engines
 4. jeans and T-shirts
 5. price of housing

Speaking  

1  1. b      2.  c      3.  a

2  1. positive 5. positive
 2. positive 6. negative
 3. negative 7. negative
 4. negative

12
3

14
3
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LITERATURE

page 118 

To Build a Fire

2 1. The small pools were hidden by ice and snow.
 2.  He built a fire (followed advice). He travelled alone (didn’t 

follow advice).
 3.  The branches above the fire were heavy with / full of snow, 

which fell and put out the fire.
 4.  His numb fingers made it difficult for him to separate the 

matches and light a fire.
 5.  Tom did learn from his experience. He learned that he 

should never travel alone. He also learned that his will to 
survive was very strong.

3   arrogant – Tom proudly thought that he was stronger than 
nature. He smiled when he ignored the advice not to travel 
alone. He felt that any man who was a man could travel alone.

  brave – Tom did not give up. He struggled to light the second 
fire even when he was burning himself.

  adventurous – Tom was travelling on his own in the 
dangerous north.

page 119 

The Open Window

2  1.  Her aunt’s husband and her two brothers went out for a 
day’s shooting and never came back.

 2.  The aunt thinks that her husband and brothers will walk in 
at the window as they always used to do.

 3. He didn’t want to talk about such a frightening topic.
 4.  He runs away when the three figures return to the house. 
 5.  We realise this when the man in the white coat speaks to 

his wife.

3  The surprise is that the entire story was invented by the 
young lady – her uncle and her aunt’s brothers were not lost 
in the marshes.

4   In the 2nd last paragraph, the young lady clearly invents a 
story, so we understand that the first story was also her 
invention.

  The last paragraph confirms that she was a very good 
inventor of stories – just like the two before.

page 120 

How I Became an Athlete

2 1.  She massaged the bump on his leg and she forced him to 
walk on the leg.

 2.  In Cleveland, he could run on the streets and on the 
smooth floor of the gym.

 3.  They could not afford medical care and the first school he 
went to was a simple one-room schoolhouse without a 
gym or sports equipment. Also, he shined shoes to help 
support the family.

3 1.  Standing and waiting to be awarded his fourth gold medal 
at the Olympic Games in 1936.

 2.  Another wonderful moment was when coach Charles Riley 
told him that he wanted him to run with his high school 
team as the junior high team was too slow for him.

4  He told him that the most important thing was to do his best. 
For the rest of his life, he did his very best.

page 121

Poems

2 a. In the Future
 b. You May Forget But
 c. Dreams

3  Possible Answers
 1.  I think she was right. We always remember certain people 

from earlier generations – famous people, infamous people 
and influential people. / We usually remember famous 
people from the past, but we also remember ordinary 
people.

 2. If we don’t dream, our lives are empty.
 3.  SageN feels that humans may become machines.  

I disagree with this view – technology might assist 
humans to live better lives, but will not take over our lives.

4  In Dreams there are two metaphors:
  Life is a broken-winged bird – This shows that without dreams 

you cannot live a full life.
  Life is a barren field – This shows that without dreams there  

is no life and no growth.
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Grammar Basics

Unit 1
page 122

PRESENT TENSES

1  1.  Present Simple 3.  Present Continuous
 2.  Present Continuous 4.  Present Simple

2 1.  wants (Present Simple)
 2.  get (Present Simple)
 3.  are teasing (Present Continuous)
 4.  ‘re leaving (Present Continuous)

3   Because the verb know is a stative verb and stative verbs 
are not usually used in a continuous tense.  

PAST TENSES

4 1. Past Continuous 
 2. Past Simple 
 3. Past Simple, Past Continuous

5  a. ordered (Past Simple)
 b. was reading out (Past Continuous)
 c. was looking (Past Continuous) 

1 1.  Do … look (a general fact)
 2.  isn’t raining (something that is/isn’t happening now)
 3.  are … doing (a future plan)
 4.  means (a general fact)
 5.  am spending (a future plan)
 6.  want (stative verb)
 7.  is living (something that is happening now)
 8.  doesn’t … forget (a regular habit or routine)

2 1.  weren’t sleeping, got 6.  began, were still preparing
 2.  was watching 7.  was having, didn’t leave
 3.  was crying, was talking 8.  Did … see, were touring
 4.  were … doing, called 9. met, was working
 5.  Did … give, asked 10. was, broke down

3 1.  at the moment  5.  when
 2.  last night 6.  next week
 3.  while 7.  ago
 4.  usually 8.  every summer

4 1.  are … celebrating 6.  am trying
 2.  were living 7.  Do … make
 3.  finished 8.  wasn’t listening
 4.  doesn’t like 9.  doesn’t enjoy, don’t think
 5.  didn’t understand 10. Are … listening, didn’t mean

page 123

FUTURE TENSES

1 1. d      2.  c      3.  a      4.  b      5.  e 

PERFECT SIMPLE TENSES

2 1. Present Perfect Simple
 2.  Past Perfect Simple
 3. Present Perfect Simple

3  a. Sentence 3 – ‘ve decided
 b. Sentence 1 – have became
 c. Sentence 2 – had changed 

1  1.  ‘ll go (a spontaneous decision)
 2.  will … make (a prediction)
 3.  will reach (an event in a timetable)
 4.  will have (a prediction)
 5.  isn’t going to have (a future plan)
 6.  won’t be (a prediction)
 7.  are … going to study (a future plan)
 8.  will … begin (an event in a timetable)
 9. are going to buy (a future plan)
 10. is going to rain (an action that’s about to happen)

2 1. haven’t heard 5. did … get up
 2. have … been 6. hasn’t cleaned
 3. sold 7. have … eaten
 4. have … seen 8. caught

3 1.  realised, had forgotten 5.  Had … seen, read
 2.  had discussed, found 6.  didn’t taste, hadn’t put 
 3.  was, had failed 7. haven’t caught, broke into
 4.  spoke, hadn’t finished 8. put, have phoned

4  1.  No, thanks. I’ve already had lunch.
 2.  How wonderful! Laura and Tom are going to get married 

next spring.
 3.  How rude! They had eaten some birthday cake before 

the party started.
 4.  I’m not sure.  Maybe I’ll buy a red shirt.
 5.  Where’s my bag? Has someone stolen it?
 6.  Helen worked all summer. She bought a car after she 

had saved enough money.
 7.  I’m sorry. I won’t do it again.
 8.  That’s strange. They haven’t answered their phone  

all day.
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Unit 3

page 125

MODALS

1  1.  can / be able to (sentence g)
 2.  should / ought to (sentence a)
 3.  have to / must (sentence h)
 4. doesn’t have to / needn’t (sentence c)
 5. must (sentence b) 
 6. may / might (sentence j) 
 7. can’t (sentence i)
 8. could / would (sentence e)
 9. mustn’t (sentence f)
 10.  may (sentence d)

2  We use the base form of a verb after a modal.

MODAL PERFECTS

1  1.  should have (sentence b)
 2.  must have (sentence a)
 3.  may / might (not) have (sentence e)
 4.  could have (sentence d)
 5.  would have (sentence c)
 6. couldn’t have (sentence f)

2 1.  We use the past participle form of a verb after a  
modal perfect. 

1 1.  can’t   5.  shouldn’t
 2.  must   6. ought to
 3.  might not  7. don’t have to
 4.  should

2 1.  were able to  4.  might not
 2.  must not  5.  May
 3.  can’t   6. ought to

3  1.  should have  4.  could have
 2.  can’t have  5.  would have
 3.  might have  6. may not have

4 1.  should have  4.  may have
 2.  would have  5.  must have
 3.  shouldn’t have  6. couldn’t have

Unit 2

page 124

FUTURE PERFECT SIMPLE /  
FUTURE CONTINUOUS

1  1.  Sentence a        2.   Sentence b

2  1.  We use will + be + verb + ing to form the  
Future Continuous.

 2.  We use will + have + the past participle to form the 
Future Perfect Simple.

1  1.  will you be wearing 5.  will have turned
 2.  will have found 6.  will be walking
 3.  Will people be living 7.  will all have fallen 
 4.  Will you be moving 8.  won’t be spending

2  1.  will have frozen 5.  will be sitting
 2.  will be watching 6.  will … be staying
 3.  Will … have finished 7.  will have been
 4.  won’t have learned 8.  won’t be eating

3  1. a       2.  c       3.  a       4.  b       5.  b

4  1. will lend 5. will love
 2. will be complaining 6. will be resting
 3. are going to fall 7. won’t have dried
 4. Will … have saved 8. will be coming
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Unit 5

page 127

THE PASSIVE

1 1.  Stress is experienced by people of all ages. (passive)
 2.  People of all ages experience stress. (active) 

2  1.  The main verb in the past participle form.
 2.  The auxiliary verb indicates the tense.
 3.  Sentences in the passive sometimes include the word 

by + agent.
 4.  In the passive, modals are followed by the infinitive of 

the verb to be.

1  1.  is being built 4.  found
 2.  can be reduced 5.  have already taken
 3.  will improve 6.  hasn’t been hurt

2 1.  should be seen 5.  weren’t returned
 2.  will be chosen  6.  Will … be delivered
 3.  Were … sung   7.  was being repaired
 4. Is … being taken   8.  is being examined

3  1.  At our health club, yoga is taught by an excellent teacher.
 2.  I was sent my blood results last week. / My blood results 

were sent to me last week.
 3.  Has a decision been made by the doctors?
 4.  The boy’s temperature is being checked.
 5.  Music won’t be taught in our school next year.
 6.  Must this medicine be taken after meals?
 7.  When will we be shown the new gym equipment? / When 

will the new gym equipment be shown to us?

4 1.  You shouldn’t make up your own fitness programme. You 
should get / have it planned by a personal trainer.

 2.  My computer isn’t working. I’m having / getting it fixed 
tomorrow.

 3.  You look great with brown hair. I’m glad you didn’t get /
have it coloured blonde yesterday.

 4.  Are you taking the table home, or are you having / getting 
it delivered?

 5.  I’ve applied for a new passport, but I haven’t had my 
photograph taken yet.

 6.  David wears unusual clothes. Does he have / get them 
made specially?

Unit 4

page 126

CONDITIONALS 

1   Zero Conditional 
Condition: if they aren’t brilliant at maths 
Result: Students don’t pass this course

  First Conditional 
Conditions: unless she works all night,  
if you get a job in hi-tech, If you don’t see Joe 
Results: She won’t make the deadline, You will / can / 
may earn more money, give the book to Cal.

  Second Conditional 
Condition: If the Internet didn’t exist 
Result: there would be no cyberwarfare

  Third Conditional 
Condition: If they had searched everyone 
Result: they would have / could have / might have found 
the documents

2  1.  Third Conditional 3.  First Conditional
 2.  Second Conditional 4.  Zero Conditional

3 1.  Present Simple
 2. Present Simple, Future Simple
 3.  Past Simple, would
 4. Past Perfect, would, past participle

TIME CLAUSES
 1.  the Present Simple 
 2.  the Future Simple
 3. the future 

1  1.  d      2.  a       3.  f       4.  e       5.  b       6.  c

2  1. wouldn’t like it, Facebook page
 2.  alarm, goes off / will go off
 3.  hamburger, didn’t think
 4.  phone, will know
 5.  were, suitcase
 6.  film, comes 
 7. knew, computer 
 8.  returns, mission

3 1.  If he hadn’t made a noise, they wouldn’t have known he 
was the there. / They would not have known he was there 
if he hadn’t made a noise.

 2.  He wouldn’t have needed it if he had had a mobile phone.
 3.  If we had arrived ahead of time, we could have had 

something to eat.
 4.  If the police had searched harder, they might have  

found him.
 5.  We would have got here faster if we had used a GPS.
 6.  He might have done better if he had made more of  

an effort.
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his class the following / next Friday. 

Unit 7

page 129

RELATIVE PRONOUNS
1 a.  who / that = a friend
 b.  which / that = the mobile phone
 c.  where = the shop
 d.  when = the decade
 e.  whose = the man

2  1.  which / that  4.  whose
 2.  who / that  5.  when
 3.  that  6.  where

DEFINING AND NON-DEFINING 
RELATIVE CLAUSES

1 a.  who / that doesn’t have a Facebook page
 b.  who is a gaming champion
 c.  which / that you took at the party
 d.  which is the capital of South Korea

2 1.  non-defining 3.  non-defining
 2.  defining 4.  non-defining 

1 1. c      2.  e      3.  f      4.  b      5.  a      6.  d

2 1.  who 4.  whose
 2.  when 5.  where
 3.  which

3  The relative pronoun that could be used in sentences 1, 2  
and 3.

  The relative pronoun could be omitted in sentences 2 and 3 
because they are defining relative clauses and the relative 
pronouns when and which are the object of the verb in the 
relative clause.

4 1.  where 5.  whose
 2.  that 6.  which
 3.  who 7.  that
 4.  when 

5 1.  I was at the World Cyber Games in 2012, when they were 
held in China.

 2.  The computer, which is on the first floor, doesn’t have 
enough memory.

 3.  Marsha, who is a computer programmer, does most of her 
work from home.

 4.  I spoke to John, whose mother is in hospital.

Unit 6

page 128

REPORTED SPEECH 

STATEMENTS AND QUESTIONS
 1. back  3. Yes / No questions
 2. change 4. questions

ORDERS, REQUESTS AND SUGGESTIONS
 1. infinitive 3. infinitive
 2. not to 4. c  

1  1.  Jeremy’s mother told me that he was studying for his 
French test then.

 2.  The tourist complained that she had asked for that 
information the week before.

 3.  The students wanted to know if they had to bring their 
dictionaries the next day.

 4. Trevor told me to stop copying from him.
 5.  I wondered how often those kids used the online study 

programme.
 6. Lauren suggested that they have their meeting there.
 7.  The teacher asked her to give Jan the previous day’s 

homework.

2  1.  My boyfriend promised that he would explain everything 
that night.

 2.  Susan wondered if we had seen the science teacher  
that morning.

 3.  The driving instructor ordered me to park between those 
two cars.

 4.  Pamela’s mother wanted to know why she had stayed out 
so late the night before / the previous night.

 5.  The student explained that he might go to a different 
school the following / next year.

 6.  My classmate reminded me not to forget his notebook the 
next / following Monday.

 7. Ms Smith asked me to clean the board.

3 1.  Robert announced that his sister had finally finished  
her degree.

 2.  Liam wanted to know what mark I had got in the maths 
test the day before / the previous day.

 3. Our teacher ordered us to begin our tests then.
 4.  Mike wondered if / whether Judy usually studied late  

at night.
 5. Kathy declared that she was going to do her best.
 6.  Mr Frank suggested that my mother come and speak to  
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 5.  Robert lives in Cambridge, where he studies.
 6. The man who lives next door is an actor.

Unit 8

page 130

Revision

1 1.  were sleeping 5.  Will … have returned
 2.  have gone up 6.  am having
 3.  do … know 7.  ‘ll carry
 4.  didn’t leave 8.  had booked

2  1.  shouldn’t have 5.  may have
 2.  must 6.  couldn’t have
 3.  needn’t 7.  should
 4.  wasn’t able to 8.  would have

3 1.  hadn’t told, wouldn’t have known
 2.  have to wait, get
 3.  won’t find, move
 4.  ‘ll bring, finish / have finished
 5.  would have gone, had been
 6.  had, would / could e-mail

4 1.  was painted 5.  has / gets … made
 2.  are being shown 6.  was being built
 3.  must be cleaned 7.  has just been cancelled
 4.  had been taken 8.  have / get … repaired

5 1.  Larry announced that his parents had returned from their 
trip the previous week / the week before.

 2.  I wanted to know if Susan was leaving town the following / 
next day.

 3.  The tourists promised that they would come back to the 
shop the following / next year.

 4.  The teacher ordered us not to speak rudely to tourists.
 5.  The visitors explained that they often ate at that restaurant.
 6.  The receptionist asked us if we had booked a room for  

that night.
 7.  Greg suggested that we meet William there at six o’clock. / 

Greg suggested meeting William there at six o’clock.
 8.  My friend asked me when we could discuss our trip.

6 1.  which / that 5.  where
 2.  whose 6.  when
 3.  where 7.  which / that
 4.  who / that  8.  who
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 Pronunciation Practice
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Unit 1

Phonetic Alphabet  

2  1. /M/ 5. /Wi/  
 2. /i/ 6. /O/
 3. /A/ 7. /F/
 4. /n/ 8. /I/

3  1. information 4. classroom
 2. English 5. dangerous
 3. mountain 6. product

Final -s

5 1. /h/ 6. /Bh/
 2. /g/ 7. /g/
 3. /Bh/ 8. /h/
 4. /h/ 9. /g/
 5. /h/ 10. /Bh/

Intonation: questions

6 b

7 1. fall 4. rise
 2. rise 5. fall
 3. fall

page 132 

Unit 2

Vowel Sounds: the letter ‘o’ 

2  /F/: hot, stop, possible
 /G/: pouring, storm, airport 
 /N/: closed, radio, overcast

Unit 3

Vowel Sounds /A/ and /B/
1  1. /A/
 2. /B/

2 1. think
 2. teenager

Unit 4

Consonant Sounds: /b/ /c/ /a/
1  1. /i/
 2. /b/
 3. /a/

2  /b/: apologise, logical, gentleman
 /i/: suspicious, permission, cash
 /a/: choose, watch, challenge

02
4

03
4

05
4

06
4

07
4

09
4

10
4

12
4

13
4

Unit 5

Silent Letters

1  1. eight 5. could
 2. strengthen 6. know
 3. exhausted 7. limb
 4. muscles

Contracted Forms

1  1. should 3. could’ve
 2. don’t 4. must have

2  1. You shouldn’t overdo it.
 2. Listen carefully: you must not touch this machine.
 3. He could’ve been killed.
 4. Dave should have taken my advice.

 Sentences 1and 3 have got a contracted form.
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Unit 6

Word Stress 

1  1. first syllable (op) 3 first syllable (tea)
 2. first syllable (trou) 4. second syllable (lli)

2   1. first syllable (mo) 4. second syllable (chieve)
 2. second syllable (vise) 5. first syllable (lec)
 3. second syllable (tten) 6. first syllable (prob)

Unit 7

Verb Endings: -ed

1  1. /X/
 2. /W/
 3. /BX/

2  /d/: charged, cheered, screamed
 /BX/: downloaded, infatuated, hosted, suggested, restricted
 /t/: booked, checked

Unit 8

The Letters ‘w’ and ‘y’   

1  1. no
 2. yes

2  1.  The letter ‘y’ in journey and delayed is not pronounced /j /. 
The second ‘y’ in yesterday is not pronounced /j /.

 2. Both pronounced /w/.
 3. The letter ‘w’ in how is not pronounced /w/. 
 4. The letter ‘y’ in away in not pronounced /j /. 

14
4

15
4

16
4

17
4

18
4

19
4

20
4

21
4
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